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A Man-Machine Competitive Game: A Naval Duel 
Abstract 
The research reported here is the development of a man-machine game in which the competitors are the 
captain of a submarine and the commander of an opposing task force. This naval game has been 
implemented and tested in the Problem Solving Facility of the University of Pennsylvania under Contract 
NOnr 551(48) sponsored by the Methodology Division, Office of Naval Research. 
The broad objective of this research has been to experiment with and develop a man-machine framework 
in which an executive, scientist or engineer may employ strategies and tactics in an operational 
environment. 
A complete functional description of the game will be given in this report. This chapter provides an 
overview of the game and cites its salient characteristics. Chapter 2 presents the game through a play-by-
play record of one competitor in an actual duel. Chapter 3 presents the various aspects of the Problem 
Solving methodology and developed tactics by means of three annotated duels. This also illustrates the 
versatility of the game and demonstrates the competitors' capability to interact with the computer. 
Chapter 4 summarizes our research to date and lists planned refinements to the game. Additional 
documentation of the game structure is provided in the appendices. 
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T'ne work reported herein cozcerns a game whereby two comseting 
players a re  given a id  interact iveiy by a large scale camp~ter.  A naval war 
gaze i s  used a s  the  vehicle i n  this research, the primary objective of which 
i s  t o  develop an understanding and a metfiodology using on-line cmpaters. 
3y using the game's environment, exper5,~en-t~ w i t h  methods :or interact ive 
mid real-time cammunications between user and co'apilter i n  c.omplex Problem 
Solvirig a re  -demonstrated and analyzed. It i s  recamended tha t  the Xavy 
take note of t h i s  new methodology which could heve poient ial iy  great in2lu- 
ence on the  aevelopment of tac t ics ,  tne t ra in ing  of of f icers  and the 
development of integrated control systens f o r  naval vessels. 
Tnis research demonstrates how a user defines infometion xoddes,  
.manipulates then and select ively uses as building blocks f irst  -lor 
larger  modules and ultimately fo r  the solution of a pro'olea. The ca~p'rlter 
i s  used a s  a repository f o r  a l l ' d a t a  zccrued i n  the garae; this accimulated 
irformatlon i s  always available t o  a player. Because the game uses an on-line 
cauputer system t o  sitnulate the  r e a l  l i f e  environaent, the  players can request 
computer compu%ations a t  any time and expect responses &ost imediately.  
bhi le  the 'prinary purpose of t h i s  research has been towards tine 
development of a Problem Solving methodology, one i s  readi ly ixqrcssed wit'n 
the impact on applications i n  several other areas 02 d i rec t ' in te res"u0  the 
Navy. I n  the  man mchine game enviroraent, new t e c t i c s  and s t ra teg ies  mq- be 
developed, recorded, analyzed and evaluated. Because of Ynese capabili'~Lcs, 
t he  game can a lso  serve f o r  t ra in ing  of camanding off icers .  Finally, the 
camp-iiter system serves the  player by performing the Puxxctions of the ship 's  
ofzicerrj 1 staff ~ & l l e  s iwdat ing  tke w t l o n  oP the vessel. Tiezefoze, this 
new me"u;lodology can proviCe insight  in to  the developrsent of integrated control 
sys tms  i n  which a c ~ ~ d i n g  ofzicer could use the  computer s y s k a  t o  
obtain information and make decisions i n  an operational. enviro-ment. The 
methodology i s  described i n  t h i s  report  through the  annotated record and 
explanations of several i l l u s t r a t i v e  games. 
- 7  dniversity oT ?ex-sylvania 
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1. IXYRG2il'CTIOT 
research reported here i s  the  development of a man-machine game 
i n  which the competitors are  the captain of a submarine and the carrimander 
of an opposing task force. This naval game has been implemented and tes ted  
i n  the Problem Solving Fac i l i t y  of the University of Pennsylvania under 
Contract NOnr 551(48) sponsored by the  Met'nodology Division, Office of 
Naval Research. 
The broad objective of t h i s  research has been t o  experiment witn and 
develop a man-machine framework i n  which an executive, s c i en t i s t  or engineer 
may employ s t ra teg ies  and t a c t i c s  i n  an operational environment. 
A complete functional description of the game w i l l  be given i n  t h i s  
report .  This chapter provides an overview of' the gane and c i t e s  i t s  sa l ien t  
character is t ics .  Chapter'2 presents Yle game through a play-by-play record 
of one competitor i n  an actual  duel. Cinapter 3 presents the  various aspects 
of the Problem Solving methodology and &eveloped t a c t i c s  by .means of three 
annotated duels. This a l so  i l l u s t r a t e s  the v e r s a t i l i t y  of tine game and demon- 
Z 
stra%es the caplpetitorsl capabili ty t o  in te rac t  with the computer. Cbzpter 4 
summarizes our research t o  date and l i s t s  plalnned refinements t o  the game, 
Additional documentation of the game structure i s  provided i n  the  appendices. 
Appendix A reviews our expe~ience i n  Problem Solving research. A2pecdrix 
B provides i n f o m t i o n  on the equipraent coninif;uation. Appendices C and D 
docu~ent  the data structure and function subprograms i n  the game, respectively. 
1.1 Ccscription of the Game 
The game i s  played by two competitors, located a t  remote consoles, 
who each in terac t  with the computer by cortrol l ing the aovements 02 h i s  assigned 
vessel and the use of i t s  equipment from h i s  console. 
The game i s  be,- by the p l ~ c i n g  of the competitorst vessels within 
passive sonar range of each other and t'ne assignment of goals t o  each player. 
The attainment or  lack of a t t a i m e n t  of the goals of the players deternines 
the winner. Typical goals a re  c i ted  i n  Fig. 1.1. 
Player Possible Goals 
Suhmar ine 1. Attack the eneay task force. 
Captain 2. Keep the task force under sulnveillance. 
3. Penetrate the bar r ie r  defended by the task force. 
4. Pa t ro l  an area and at tack any detected enemy vessels. 
Task Force 1. Proceed t o  a destination, evading encountered sub- 
Cammander marines with .n in iml  f u e l  expenditure. 
2. Attack the enemy suhmarine. 
3. Blockade a port .  
Figure 1.1 Typical Goals of the C a p e t i t o r s  
If the goal of the s u b m i n e  i s  t o  at tack the task force, the sub- 
mariner attempts t o  locate  the task force and determine i t s  speed and course 
so tha t  an interception course can be found. The task force naturally attempts 
t o  keep the suhmarine under surveillance, anqdepending on i t s  goal.,either t o  
-evade or  attack the  suhmarine. 
If the goal of the task force i s  t o  evade the s u b m i n e ,  the task force 
maneuvers t o  take advantage of i t s  greater speed i n  evading a detected sub- 
. m i n e .  However i f  the submarine has gone undetected or has been erroneously 
localized, t he  task  force may s t i l l  be vulnerable. 
Each player controls h i s  vessel and i t s  equipment by specifying c o ~ d s  
a ~ d  queries a t  h i s  console. The computer system accepts such orders, then takes 
the required action i n  real-time. 
1.2 Gzme Functions 
To a t t a i n  a high degree 02 r ea l i ty ,  the gaae i s  designed so t h a t  
a player has available functions which can ac t  as various members of h i s  
crew. For exaaple, the camputer system i s  able t o  accept orders from a player 
and a l te rna te ly  assume the ro les  of navigator, sonar evaluator or  executive 
02fiQer. Seven functions were suff ic ient  t o  specify the kernel of the  proto- 
type game (see Fig. 1.4) . 
A player a t  a console gives a comaand by referencing a function i n  
L7:-e following manner : 
FUNCTION NAME/ITEM DESCRIPTION/A/B/ . . . /z, 
where A, B, . . . , Z a re  input data. The corresponding computer su'oprogram then 
processes the 'specif ied data and transmits r e su l t s  t o  the console and t o  
secondary memory, when required. T.us a rUnction operates on botn Information 
i n  a designated - item (a  block of information stored i n  secondary menory) and 
other data specified i n  the  statenent. Tne data flow i n  a ty-pical function sub- 
program i s  described i n  Fig. 1.2. F ibwe 1.4 l is ts  the ?hnctions available t o  a 
player andFig.  1 .3  l i s t s  the tries 02 i t e m  which the function.may reference. 







Figure 1.2 Data Flow i n  a Typical Function Subprogram 
Information about a player's vessel, I 
its equipmerlt and its movements. i 
i -4 A collection of sonar readings nade by i 
I I a player. 
I- - 
ESTO f 1 An estimate of an opponent1 s movements. 1 i 
Figure 1.3 Types of Items Referenced by a Function 
. . . - . - . - -- -. -- - .. - .... . - . . . . - -- . .- -- -- I 1 - f-..-----.-..-.----..-----.--- . t -. , j Function  unction , NO. of 1 Type of , .-..,.-. .- ----.-. ." ,--. .- . +- ......-------- -. 1 Definition Name Args. Functior. i Arguments 
*--- ..---W-.. I - 
I t -- l- i SETSP f 2 3 Set Sailing : Cammand OWNitem& i ! j Plan h 5 velocity vectors I I ---- ------- --- -- - . - 1 L i 1 Use Sensor / USESN 2 2 t Cammand SOWitem& 
I time specifications I -- . -;. . - - .- --a --- 
"ESOP 2 / Estimate Opponent I t ; C m ~ d  SONAR item & I ! i i , ESTOitem ,-.* -+.. '-*^ .----*.----*IIILL--W7--..-- ----. / Position ! POS i 2 2  , Query OWN or ESTO item i 
I i 1 i i i :, & time specifications 
----.--.---- -- I Range of RANGE 1 r 2 : Query OWN item & EST0 
Opponent 1 $, 3 item & % b e  specifi- i j ! cations +-*------ .-..-..--L_,..&.. -- ----.-...'+."----" ..--..L_L_>L_. -. - .-.-..- ".....-. .. .-.-, .-.-. - ,--" -- . . ...-..---. -*..- -.-.--.-.-  -. -. ..- \ Find Interception ; INTER 2 . i Query i EST0 item & speed 
Course - - - - &" .-.--- -- . ,P--------I-... -_---_---__ .- -. 
Find'Opponentl s OPIm 2 Query EST0 item & speed 
1 Interception , ; 
I course i t 
'--.--r.---.-.--j..--. ..-.---..--0 ..L---". -.,- .  --.,.. * ,,.--.-.. -. - ". jj 
-.-. -.-- ----.-- 
Figure 1.4 Table of Player Functions 
1.3 Salient Features of the Gme 
The game was designed with botn rezlism and the human player as  
foremost considerations. Several features  which enhance r e a l i  sin and/or 
f a c i l i t a t e  the play of the game s r e  c i ted  i n  t h i s  section. 
The game sim-dates the r ea l - l i f e  emironaent. That is, the  game 
simulates the motions of the  various u n i t s  under the  con"uo1 of a clock. Thus 
the players must meet "action deadlines" a s  i n  the r e a l - l i f e  environment. 
m e  game i s  played with an on-line real-time system. "On-line" concerns 
the use of'remote equipment through which a player cammunicates with a central  
camputer. "Real-time" r e l a t e s  t o  t ime-cr i t ical  variables which demand immediate, 
current, fact-based decisions. Thus a player, located a t  a remote console, can 
I 
canrmunicate with the central  camputer ana receive responses sc f f i c i ea t ly  
rapid t o  make subsequent decisions before the opportunity t o  make any decision 
- 
a t  a l l  i s  los t .  Tne computer system which provides t h i s  environment has been 
described i n  a project  report  t i t l e d ,  A Problem Solving Faci l i ty .  [5 1 
The game uses the computer as  a repository f o r  a l l  accumulated informa- 
t ion. The nucleus f o r  such a growing system i s  the  MIETILISP system i n  which 
-
a block of information (cal led an - item) may be stored i n  a large secondary memory 
and retr ieved by reference t o  i t s  associated keywords. C1l ~ h u s  a player can 
r e c a l l  relevant past  experience i n  resolving dilemmas i n  the game. 
The game has a minimal s e t  of operators which are  specified i n  a 
s'candardized functional format. Thus a player has available a compact s e t  
of functions which accept orders or queries, then a c t  a s  variocs .menbers of 
h i s  crew. The language i n  which these functions a r e  specified has been 
described i n  a project  report  t i t l e d ,  MJLTILANG - A n  Executive Systerc f o r  Real- 
Time Problem Solving. C41 
!Ilie game is modular so that ckezges in its structure are Zacilitated. 
Thus, alterations m y  be made by shrply snodifying or replacing logical caponents 
of the game, 
The value of these featuresnay be demonstrated by summarizing their 
contributions : 
conciseness - all requests for computer response be expressed 
in a mnemonic f'unctional form; 
immediacy - requests of the cmputer receive response within seconds 
of the campletion of the required computations, most often 
before "action deadlines" occur; 
simultaneity - since both players use the camputer at essentially 
the same time, the game is played interactively; 
growth - accumulated knowledge is always available to both players 
and to a referee; 
nodularity - refinements or extensions to the game are easy to incorporate. 
We have now introduced the general structure and cited outstanding 
features of the gme. We cqlete the outline of the implemented game in the 
next chapter by detailing the game-playing scheme of one competitor in a 
specific duel. 
2. A CaMPET1TOR1 S PLAY 
The real-time interaction between the computer and the player,as 
well as  the overall playing of the game,can most easily be understood from 
an &ample. We shall assume that  the submarine and the task force are both 
patrolling i n  the North Atlantic. The game now limits the task force t o  be 
only one ship but the game has been designed so that  extensions t o  include 
a larger task force f a l l  within the general structure and so are real t ively 
simple t o  add. 
The game i s  started by fixing the i n i t i a l  position of each vessel using 
the function START: 
START/RED+OWN/=40. 12/=-30/L1~I ITE+OWN/=40._0/=-30 ; 
I N I T I A L  P O S I T I O N  H A S -  BEEN STOKED- FOR - T I M E  = 135938 
Each side i s  given a name. We have called the submarine RED and the task 
force WHITE. The f i r s t  i t e m  specified by S"m (see Fig. 2.1) i s  the OWN 
i t e m  of the suhmarine and t h i s  item i s  in i t ia l ized so tha t  the position of the 
SS i s  40.12' 10, SOW. This sequence may be repeatkd i f  it i s  desired t o  s e t  
both positions a t  once. We have thus se t  the position of the task force t o  
be 40°~,  30'~. The task force and suimnarine are 7.2 miles apart, well within 
sonar range of each other. The submarine's goal i s  t o  keep aa area under 
surveillance =d the goal of the task force i s  t o  attack any detected en- 
suhmarine. For t h i s  purpose, we have se t  the task force t o  be a destroyer. 
We shall  follow the act iv i t ies  of the destroyer captain. A s  each 
f'unction i s  used, reference t o  Fig. 2.1 will aid i n  understanding what i s  
happening. In i t ia l ly ,  the destroyer i s  i n  a weaviag pattern as it patrols 









I t em I t e m  Data 
CIWN --- Initial la t i tude/ in i t ia l  longitude 
SONAR a) timel/time2/time3.. . 
b) time interval between readings/ 
number of readings desired. 
SONAR EST0 --- 
EST0 --- desired speed of interception 
ESTO assumed speed that  opponent w i l l  
use t o  intercept 
ClWN or EST0 --- timel/time2/tirne3.. . 
ClWN or EST0 OWN or EST0 a)  no data needed 
b) time range i s  desired 
c) f i r s t  time range i s  desired/ 
time interval between requests/ 
number of requests 
Figure 2.1 Format and Description of Player Functions 
SETSP applied t o  WHITE se ts  the sailing plan of the DD. The i n i t i a l  speed 
i s  15 Knots, course i s  -30' (or 330') and the duration i s  two minutes. This 
i s  specified by the f i r s t  three numeric arguments: =15/=- 30/=2. The sequence 
of commands can be repeated as many times as  is  desired. The fuU command 
se t s  up the patrol  a s  shown i n  Fig. 2.2. The f i na l  sequence does not need 
any time duration. I f  t h i s  duration i s  missing, the l a s t  speed and course 
i s  mintained un t i l  further instructions are received. 
Figure 2.2 Patrol Course of Destroyer Going a t  15 Knots 
The destroyer captain now uses USESN t o  s t a r t  taking sonar readings: 
- 
U S E S N / k i H I T E + A C T l + S T E P / = 1 / = 5  
-- -- SEN-SOR R E A D I N G S  WILL ~ € - T A K E N  A T  THE- -~  NDICATED--TIIVES 
- - -  
.. .. - -  . . . .  ...... ..- - _  _:_ 
USESN/  WHI ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ 2 / = 1 4 0 ~ t / = 1 4 0 5 / = 1 4 0 6 / = 1 . 4 0 7 / = 1 ~ ~ 0 8 ' -  ' 
SENSOR R E A D I N G S  WILL RE T A K E N  A T  THE I N D I C A T E D  T I M F S  
- .- - ... - ......... 
.... I . . _ - . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . .  _. . _ _  _ - ... -- - -- - 
USESN/>!HI ~ ~ + ~ C ~ 3 / = 1 4 0 7 / = 1 4 0 8 / = 1 4 0 9 / = 1 ~ ~ 1 0 / ~ ~ 4 ~ 1  
SENSOR R E A D I N G S  W I L L  BE . T A K E N  . AT T H E -  - .... I N D I C A T E D  . . . .  - .. T I M E S  - . 
. - - ..... -. .. - -... -. .... - ......... - .-. .... ... - .-- -. .- . -- ---- - . - --. . - -  . - - - .. 
. USESN/1 .~ i4 ITE+ACT4/=3 .413/=1411/=1412/=1413/=1414 
.. SENSOR R E A D I N G S  WILL HE T A K E N  . . . . . . . . . .  AT T H E  I N D I C A T E D  T I M E S .  
-.-. .. - . - ---- . - . - ..-- - . . -. -  - - -- ... - - - - - -- . . . . . . .  .- . .- ... - -. . - ... -- . -. . - .. -- . 
. . 
. U S E ~ N / ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 / = 1 4 1 3 / = 1 4 ~ ~ 4 / = 1 4 1 5 / = 1 ~ 1 6 / = 1 4 1 7  
SEN SO^ READINGS WILL BE T A K E N  A T  THE INDICATED TIMES 
---. -- ----- . -- . 
... . 
. ~ 
.. - - .- - - -- ... - . -- - - -- -. - - - ..... - -. .....-. - -- - - .... - - -. -- - -.- .... ... 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ 6 / = 1 4 1 6 / = 1 4 1 7 / = 1 4 1 8 / = 1 4 1 9 / = 1 4 2 0  
SENSOR R E A D I N G S  WILL BE T A K E N  AT THE  I N D I C A T E D  T I Y E S  , 
- ___- . .  __ _-_.___ ._____ -_--.... - -  - . ----- -------. 
~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ 7 / = 1 4 1 9 / = 1 4 2 ~ / = 1 4 2 1 / = 1 4 2 ? / = 1 4 2 3  
. . :SENSOR R E A D I N G S  WILL . . . . . . . . .  8E TAKEN A T  ,THE I N D I C A T E D  T I M E S  
-. 
Each c-d ca l l s  for  the taking of sonar readings a t  the specified 
times and putting the results  into a SOKAR i t e m .  The f i r s t  cammand requests 
f ive  readings a t  intervals of one minute. The readings are t o  be started 
immediately and the data i s  t o  be stored i n  item AC21. The next command re- 
quests f ive  readings between 14:04 and l4:08 with the data going into i t e m  
ACT2. Similarly, readings are t o  be taken and stored un t i l  14:23. 
WHITE now requests an estiuate of the entqyrs speed and course using 
the f i r s t  s e t  of sonar readings: 
ESTOP,-A'C.i.l-,S" B.l-.---.--' '  ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . 
INCOMPLETE SENSOR R E A D I N G S  T A K E N  
- .  .- -. - - - . . - - . 
B A S E D  ON + 0 0 0 3 *  R E A D I N G S  B E I I . I E E . ~ V  14001s  AND 1 4 0 2 1 5  
OPPONENT ....-.. G O I N G  + 0 0 0 5 .  K N O T S  ON C O U A S E  -0000e 
The f'unction ESTOP uses the SONAR item ACT1 t o  estimate the opponent's position, 
speed and course. This infomation i s  then stored i n  the newly created item 
WEl. Because ESTOP uses a l l  the sonar readings i n  any SONAR item, the 
sonar readings are grouped together i n  separate itetns. In "chis way, the 
opponent's speed and course estimates fna3r be based on small time intervals. 
The cnmmnnds t o  take sonar readings therefore order the creation of a new 
SONAR i t e m  for  every few minutes of data, a s  shown above. Estimates of the 
range and true bearing between the DD and SS are then obtained using the 
function RANGE. 
R A N G E =  +0006.660000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  B E A R I N G  = +0002. AT T I M E  = 140328 
. .  - . - . .  - -. . .- - ........ .... -- .. ... . . .  . .  , __ 
.I - . . 
- -. . 
The resul ts  are that  the range i s  6.6 miles and the true bearing from the 
destroyer t o  the suhmarine i s  2'. WHITE now considers attacking and uses INPER 
t o  determine h i s  intercept course i f  he goes a t  30 Knots, which i s  h i s  maximum 
speed: 
i .  INTER/SUBl/=30 
.-- I F  YOU .TRAVEL  AT ..+0030-- K-NOTS* - _- - - - _  
I N T E R C E P T I O N  IN +0016- M I N U T E S  . A T  141925 CRSE=+0002. 
He decides t o  attack and orders a change of course: 
This cancels the patrol a t  14:04: 36 and s t a r t s  a turn towards an intercept 
course of 2'. 
The destroyer captain then checks on the position of the suhmarine 
as he closes in: 
E S T U Q / A C T 2 / S U 8 2  
INCONPLET E SENSO3 READ1 NGS TAKEN 
-- .. 
. . i4.0.60.a.'-7' 
B A S E D  ON +0003. READINGS B E T W E E N - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  AND 
OPPONENT GOING' +0005. KNOTS ON COURSE +0002. .. - - .  - .. - -. ----- 
.- - 
- I F  YOU TRAVEL A T  +0030* KNOTS, - -- - - - - - . - -- -- . . -. -- . 
INTERCEPTION I N  +0014-  MINUTES A T  142028 CRSE=*OOOL. 
. ........ 
RANGE =.,+OOO5.6703OO BEARING = +0000. AT T I M E  140648 
- _ _ - - -  . . -- ......... - - . . . .  
.--- 
- - .. 
.. -.--- .--.-.-.---------.--.---. . . . 
ESTOP/ACT3/SUB3 
INCOMPLETE O,:\l SENSOR +0003* ... READINGS. READIN .BETWEEN.--14..67.00 T A K E N  
..-i. --.--i 4.d.9b.* .- . . . . . . .  
. - 
OPPQNENT GOING i-0005. KNOTS ON COURSE t0004. 
..... .- - - . - . 
...... . .. : -- - -  . . .  - - -.--I-_-.____..-l_l -_____- ___ 
- .  
I NTER/SUB3/=30 . . . .   t .  
---.. I F YOU . TRAVEL . AT +3930. K.NO.TS.* 1 
I N T E R C E P ~ X O N  I N  +.0011--. MINUTES AT 142028 CRSE=+0001. 
I .  
--.---- :- .. ;.: ---.- ____.- . . . . . . .  
RANGE/WHITE+OWN/SUR3 . . 
RANGE = . . .  + 0 0 0 4 ~ 5 0 0 0 0 0  BEARING = '  ' *0000.  ............ AT TIME = 14093$ 
_- ..-.........- . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
...... . . . . .  
_ _ _ . ._ _ . _.-. - -- -".I- 
. ., 
E S T O P / A C T ~ / S U B ~  / 
. .-.- . .  I .- NCOM?LEJE..-SENSOR -RE.ADI  NGS TAKEN , 
BASED ON +0003. READINGS B.ETWEEN 141000 AND 141200 ' 
. . -. OPPONENT GO1 NG t0006.  . - .. KNOT-S O N  COURSE t0003. ' 
_ .. _ _ L _ _ _ _  . --._._I_p -.- - --. - 
I NTER/ SUB4/=30 
*: 
. - . .- -- . . I F  YOU T R A V E L  - AT +0030 .  KNOTS, 
_ -- - ..-A .-- -- . - . .-. 




. .-...... . 
-7- RANGE/WHITE+OWN/SUD4 
R A N G E  ..... = . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +0003.170300 .eEARI!YG. -:--+.P__cloO?. -..AT-. TIME_-=- 141257- - 
This infomation confirms h i s  ear l ier  estimate of the submarine's 
position and shows that  the submarine i s  s t i l l  going approximately 5 Knots 
i n  the same general direction. 
Figure 2.3 shows how accurate WHITE'S estimates are. They have been 
very good up t o  t h i s  time as the submarine has been travelling a t  almost the 
same speed and course for  over 10 minutes. The l i ne  shows the submarine's 
course as a f'unction of time. The dots show WHITE'S estimates of the sub- 
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m i n e ' s  course a t  those particular times. The estimates are not as good 
towards the end of the game when the s u k i n e  i s  maneuvering and there i s  
l e s s  t i m e  t o  gather information. The destroyer captain .makes a minor course 
change a t  14: 10: 51 t o  conform t o  h i s  l a t e s t  data: 
- - - - - . _ _  __..__-*-_I-_._ ---_-- -. - - - - -  - 
SETSP/WHlTE+OWN/=30/=1 
T H E  ...~ SAILING . . .- -- .. .-.. P L A N  . . .. .. - H A S  .. . ....- B E E N  S T A R T E D  T I M E = - - l 4 ! 0 5 - 1 _ . -  - _ _ ,  - 
Be also notices tha t  the range i s  steadily decreasing so tha t  i n  a few more 
,ninutes he w i l l  be within weapon range of the submarine. The range between 
the destroyer and suhmarine for  the entire game i s  shown i n  Fig. 2.4. 
A t  t h i s  point, it should be mentioned that  the game i s  s t i l l  without 
- 
any sophisticated weapon models. One weapoi-is allowed - a torpedo whose 
range i s  2 1/4 .miles and which travels  a t  45 Knots. 
Meanwhile, however, the suhmarine captain has been waiting for  the 
destroyer t o  get f a i r l y  close. His l a t e s t  information t e l l s  him tha t  the 
destroyer i s  rapidly closing in: 
_.,,__.____ -,.. __ 
_ _ . _____.._____.-__..-------I..----- .--- 
R A N G E / R E D + ~ w N / D D ~ / = ~ ~ ~ ~ / = ~ / = ~  
R~NGE~-=~-+OO06.25OooO D E A R  ING--=----9178 .---- AT-TIME =_.140500 , -  - 
. R A N G E  = +0005 .590300  BEARING = -0179. AT TIME = 140700 
i__4--m- RANGE =~+0004 .920000  B E A R  i NG =--+0.179. - -  AT- T I . M E . - . = ,  140900 
R A N G E ' . =  +000~+.260000 R E A R I N G  = +.0178. AT TIME = 141100 
R A N G E  = +0003.600000 B E A M N G  = +0177. AT T I M E  = 141300 
__ ----.. - 
This ca l l  t o  the function RANGE'uses the EST0 i t e m  DG2 which RED has previous~,  
' created. It asks for  the range i n  intervals of two minutes start ing a t  14:05. 
RED a lso  has the probable time the destroyer w i l l  intercept him: 
.-.- --.- -- 
OPINT/KED+DD2/=30 
. .- I F  R I V A L  TRAVELS AT + 0 0 3 0 .  KNOTS, 
. ~ N T E K C E P T I O N  I N  c0013. MINuI-ES AT- 142640' - C R S E = + O O O ~ .  
The m c t i o n  OPINT gives the suhmarine captain the intercept course the 
destroyer will take i f  he increases h i s  speed t o  30 Knots while the submarine 
continues a t  h i s  present sai l ing plan. The submarine captain now believes 

that the destrayer i s  .maintaining 25 Knots: 
I 
I N C O M P L E T E  SENSOR R E A D I N G S  T A K E N  
- - 
- - - - -- . - - -- - . 
L B A S E D  +00C)4. R E A D I N G S  BETWEEN 1 4 0 4 0 3 - - d ~ ~  140700 
.. . 
... OPPONENT G O I N G  +0025. KNOTS O N  COU!X.SE . +0006. 
Based on this inforrnztion, the submarine captain starts a .maneuver at 14:11. 
and then continues to .maneuver as he receives more sonar readings: 
-I-.- ................___... .... 
S E I - S P / R E D + O W N ~ = ~ / = ~ / = ~ O ~  - .  _----- 
........ T H E S A I ' L I N G  . . .  P L A N . . H A S  BEEN S T A R T E D  - T I H E =  141103 , _  _ _ _ _ -  
- -- - - ........--...-.-.-....-................ 
.---- . 
~ ' E T ~ P / ~ E - D + o $ ~ / = ~  5/=6 / ; .1CO/=l /=1  j / - + - L - ~ ~ ' b , ~ = i ~ ~ j ~  
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN H A S  B E E N  S T A R T E D .  T I M E =  141202 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  -.. 
. . . . . .  . ..... ... ...... --r---.--..--- .- 
..--.--- 
. . . . . . (  .... . 
S E T S P / R E D + O W N / = ~ S / = - 1 3 0 / = 1 0 0  
. T Y E  S A I L I N G  P L A N  . . . . . . . . .  H 4 S  B E E N  S T A K T E D  . . . . . . . . .  T I M E =  141628 . . .  . . . . .  .... 
..... . . . . . . .  
.-.- - 
.............. .... 
.,. ------- - " .. -.-----;v-.,-. l-5./-.-- --...- 
SETSP/KED+OW = =-1OO/=100/=2/=15/=120/=10~ 
' T H E  SAILING P L A N  HAS B E E N  S T A R T E D  T I M E = .  141836 . 
The functions that RED uses during the period of time immediately before 
starting his .maneuver as well as aU. requests for information and all commands 
for the entire game are listed in Sect. 3 in the order of their execution and 
so will not be repeated here. An overall flow of the game can be seen in 
Fig. 2.5. This shows the destroyer closing in and the maneuver made by the 
submarine in its attempt to mislead its attacker. 
The destroyer captain now requests what he hopes will be his final 
estimate of the submarine and one which will give him enough information to 
launch a weapon: 

- - - - - - _ --_ - . ... ._ 
. .  - . ---.--- ESTOP/ACTS/SUB5 
INCOMPLETE SENSOR - R E A D 1  NGS TAKEN 
- -..- 
. . - - - - - - . . . - - - - .  BASED ON + 0 0 0 3 .  READINGS B E T W E E N - ~ . ~ ~ - ~ ~ O O  b ~-l41500 
OPPONENT ~- GOING + 3 0 0 1  KNOTS ON C O U R S E  
- 0 0 1 3 .  - - - - - -  ---- .^A&_
~ --- I N T E R / S U B S / = ~ O  
- - 
- - 
I F  YOU TRAVEL AT + 0 0 3 0 .  KNOTS, 
- - - -- -- -- - - 1 NTEKCEPTION I N  +0004; MINUTES AT 1 4 1 9 4 7 - ~ i ( S € = ~ 0 0 0 . 4 ~  
/ r 
---. . I N T E R / S U B 5 / = 4 5  -- 11_1-- 
. ---. I F  YOU TRAVEL AT +O045.  KNOTS 
~ N T E R C E P T I O N  I ~ + ~ O O ~ , - M I N ~ T E S ~ T  1 4 1 8 2 i  c .~~ - f=~= ;0~04 . - - ' - - -  --- 
- - . - - . .  . . - . .  
: -- RANGE ---- = + 0 0 0 2 ~ 0 0 0 3 0 0  - .  --A - -  B E A R I N G  - = - 0 0 0 4 .  A T  T I H E  = 141539 - 
He notices t h a t  the  sub.marine i s  only two miles away, ju s t  within weapon 
range but tha t  h i s  course has changed and so he may very well be turning. 
Final ly  a speed of one knot looks very suspicious f o r  i f  the submarine i s  
actual ly  t ry ing  t o  evade the,destroyer he would be going f a s t e r .  The use 02 
INTER with a speed of 45 t e l l s  WHITE the proper course a t  which t o  f i r e  a 
torpedo, since the torpedo t r ave l s  a t  45 Knots. WHITE decides t h a t  h i s  
information i s  too unreliable and so ,makes a s l igh t  course change while 
waiting f o r  more information. 
- -- - - - ..- - - . . . - . - - -. - -- - -  . -. - -- 
SETSP/WHITE+OWN/=30/=-4  
, -. . THE - .. ..S A I L I N G  . .- . . . . PLAN . HAS . .. ~. BEEN STARTED T I M E =  141 .655  - -  - - ~ -  - - ..., ~ - . . .  
-2--.L... 1- L: * - .. . . ^ I______.____I* A___I___- -- - . 
E -STD-P- /AC?G/SUD~ 
XNCOIYPLETE SENSO'd R E A O I  NGS TAKEN 
. . 
..&.. .-.- .- -- . 
BASED OtU +OC)02. READINGS ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ' 1 4 1 6 0 0 -  AND- - - 1 4 1 7 0 0  .'' 
.. . OPPONENT . ~ - .  GOING tOr315.  .. KNOTS . Or4 COURSE- - - 0 1 1 9 .  -. . - . . . . . . . . - . .. -. 
---- - .  - , - ,  
- ._ ...- 
--  - 
--. : -.--I- - - - - - - - - - -  
I N T E R / S U B 6 / = 3 0  
I F  YOU TRAVEL AT + 0 0 3 0 -  KNOTS1 - 
I ,,,~ERC~PTI-ON IN- +(j004; M I N U T E S  ~ ~ f i i i 5 8 C k s E = - o 0 9 3 .  
- - _ -__ ._-. _& - - __-- --- - 
-- --- 
I N T E K / S U B 6 / = 4 5  
I F  YOU T a A V E L  AT + 0 0 4 5 .  KNOTST- - -  
I N T E R C E P T I O N  I N  c 0 0 0 2 .  MINUTES AT 1 4 2 0 2 9  C R S E = - 0 0 9 0 .  
This la tes t  data confims that the submarine i s  turning and has increased 
i t s  speed. The destroyer cammander i s  not exactly sure where the suhmarine 
i s  but notices t h a t  it i s  s t i l l  within weapon range and decides t o  f i r e  a 
tomedo before the suhmarine maneuvers any longer. Based on h i s  information 
he f i r e s  the torpedo a t  -90' so tha t  it should explode a t  14:20:29. 
To learn if the suhmarine has been h i t ,  a referee executes; 
. . 
...- ---- - -A 
R A N G E / R E D + o w N / s u B ~ / = ~ ~ ~ ~ / = ~ / = ~  
R A N G E  ........ = + 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 5 0 0 0 0  BEARING = -0029. AT TIME = 141800 
. 
R A N G E  = + 0 ~ 0 0 . 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 - - ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ - - = - - ' - - ~ 0 3 ~ ; - ' - - - ~ ~ ' ~  TIME.-=  ' jrtl9(j0 
- -. - . . - RANGE = +0000.030030 B E A R I N G  = +0179. AT T I M E  = 142000 k. 
RANGE---= '*0000.060000 - B E A R I N G -  ='---+o 172 '~ '  - A T  TIVE---= 142100 
R A N G E  = +0000.340300 R E A R I N G  = -0090- AT TIME = 1&2200 
___~_______-_.  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I - .  - _ _ _ _  _.__ _ _  ._ 
.- . .-.-- 
--- - 
._, ..__ _ --- . -"- . 
~ 0 ~ / ~ ~ ~ 6 / = 1 4 1 8 / = 1 4 1 9 / = 1 4 2 0 / = 1 4 2 1  
................. . ....... 
, tai'I.i u.6E--. - - -  . .--. .- .- Pi A$ ER--'-T'I M E  - . 
L O N G I T U D E  S P EED COURSE OEPTH 
: -- - 0080+ A41800 ;.tDTJ40-1.4 _3030,0?--0 14.7 5O119*O4....cOPOOL ,.-..--... 
008@+ . b+1900 :- +0.040.13 -0030.03 0 14...7-.-.----oii9.04 +oooo. 
,000 o+ 142000 +O 040.13-1 _ , 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ . 0 3 - o . l 4 . , ? ~ n ~ _ r o , o - ~ ~ + o o _ o p  - ----.---_.. 
' - 'UUt lU+ ' -1421'00 +0040.13 ..-00'3'0* . . 0.4 "0 14.7 -0119,04 +OOOO. 
This information determines the accuracy of WHITE'S estimate of h i s  
opponent a s  recorded i n  SUB6 and also t e l l s  us whether the submarine was 
h i t  because the torpedo trajectory intersects  the estimated course given i n  
,SUB6 a t  14:20:29. A t  the time of t h i s  intersection, the torpedo i s  l e s s  than 
0.1 mile from the  suhmarine. Since our model specifies a l e t h a l  radius f o r  
torpedoes of O.l .ni le ,  we conclude t h a t  the suhmarine has been sunk. From 
Fig. 2.6 it can be concluded tha t  the submarine ' s maneuver, s tar ted a t  14: 18: 36, 
actually hurt  the submarine. Instead of turning r ight  a t  t h i s  time, the sub- 
marine captain should have .made a sharp l e f t  turn a s  indeed he intended 'to do 
two ,minutes l a t e r .  This i s  too l a t e  and the submarine i s  h i t  just  before it 
s t a r t s  t o  turn. 

Now that the gats i s  over, the ~oef t fen  o f  boU gleryera we recorded 
for the entire game and thus the game can be reconstructed and analyzed. The 
results are listed in Sect. 3 and summarized in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. 
3. D m  GAMES 
We now give a complete description of three games. The description 
consists of: 
a) the i n i t i a l  position and sailing plan of both players 
b) every command and query mde by the task force commander 
c) every conrmand and query made by the su-ine captain 
d) ~ c t i o n s  used by the referee 
The referee f'unctions summarize the sailing history of both ships and determine 
the success or fa i lure  of every weapon firing. The goals of each player 
for  these games are given i n  Fig. 3.1. 
Game 
-
Task Force Submarine 
1 Attack any detected enemy Keep the task force under 
suhmar ine surveillance. 
2 Attack any detected e n e v  Attack any detected enemy 
submarine task force. 
Proceed t o  a destination ' 
evading a l l  enemy vessels 
Attack any detected enemy 
task force. 
Figure 3.1 Goals of Both Players for  Each of the 
Documented Games 
3.1 Game One 
The assigned goals i n  Game One are: 
Destroyer captain - attack any detected enetqy submarine 
Submarine captsin - keep the task force under surveillance. 
This game has been discussed i n  same de ta i l  i n  Sect. 2.2 and its com- 
plete annotated documentation follows: 
Functions 
Initial Positions and Sailing Plans of Both Players 
Commands and Queries Made By the Destroyer Captain 
Commands and Queries Made By the Submarine Captain 
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I n i t i a l  Positions and Sailing Plans of Both Players 
I NTLZ 
The game i s  in i t ia l ized .  
.- --- - 
START/RED+OWN/=40.12/=-30/WHITE+OWN/=40.0 /=-30 
I N I T I A L  POSIT ION HAS BEEN STOKED FOR T IME = 135938 
I n i t i a l  positions are  set :  
SS: 40.12O~, 3 0 ' ~  
DD: 40° N, 30' W 
-- - - --- - -- - -- -. 
-.-a .---.--- ------...- -.-- 
--- 
SETSP/RED+OWN/=5 /=0 /=100  - - 
THE-S-AILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED~TIME=- 135949-- 
SS se t s  i n i t i a l  sa i l ing  plan 
Speed Course Depth Duration 
5 Knots 0' 100 f t .  Unspecified 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
--- 
-. - . . - -- . . 
- 
SETSP/WHITE*OWN/=15/=-30/=2/=15/=30/=4/=15/=-30 
. THE-s~A~~L~I-NG PLAN HAS - B E E X  STARTED T I M E =  135955- 
- - -  - - -  
-- - - - --.- 
IjD s e t s  i n i t i a l  sa i l ing  plan 
Speed Course Duration 
15 Knots -30°(3300) 2 min. 
15 30: 4 
15 - 30 Unspecified 
Commands and Queries Made by the Destroyer Captain 
U S E S N / W H I T E + A C T l + S T E P / = 1 / = 5  
SEN-SO~--READINGS-WILL BE TAKEN AT THE~INDICATE~-T IMES- - -  
.DD orders five sonar readings.-to--be taken at one 
minute intervals, starting immediately. Results 
are to be stored in ACT1. 
-- I--- .I--~--_..-I__I __ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ 2 / = 1 & 4 / = 1 4 0 5 / = 1 4 0 6 / = 1 4 0 7 / = 1 4 0 8  
SENSOR READINGS W I L L  BE TAKEN AT THE I N D I C A T E D  T I M E S  
-- 
- - 
DD: Take sonar readings at indicated times, between 
14:04 and 14: 08. Store results in A C E .  
- - 
- - 
 us E s N ~i-F~-C+Xf3/~i-4077~-iCo%i-=74F9 = 1 4 1 o = 1 4 1 1 
SENSOR - READINGS - W I L L  BE TAKEN AT THE I N D I C A T E D  _ T I M E S  
- - -. - -- - - 
-- --  
DD: Take sonar readings at indicated times. 
Store results in ACT3. 
SENSOR READINGS W I L L  BE TAKEN AT - THE -. -- I N D I C A T E D  . T I M E S  
- - -  -. -- 
- - .  
DD: Store readings for times 14: 10-14: 14 in ~ ~ 1 1 4 .  
-- -- - - _ - - --- ----I . -  _ _. _ _. - --  - - I -- - -- 
USESN/WHITE+ACT5/=1413/=1414/=1415/=1416/=1417 
SENSOR READINGS W I L L  BE TAKEN AT THE I N D I C A T E D  T I M E S  
DD: Readings between 14: 13 and 14: 17 go into AC.25. 
SENSOR READINGS W I L L  BE - TAKEN AT THE I N O I C A T E D  T I M E S  -. 
DD: Store readings for times 14: 16-14: 20 in A C ~ .  
. .  . 
- 
--.---... ....----- -- ----.----.-.----Av- 
~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ 7 / = 1 4 1 9 / = 1 4 2 6 / = 1 4 2 1 / = 1 4 2 2 / = 1 4 2 3  
.SENSOR READINGS W I L L  BE TAKEN AT THE I N D I C A T E D  T I M E S  
-. 
~. .- . . - . . . . . 
DD: Store readings for times 14:19-14: 23 in A m .  
- -- 
ESTOP-/A-CT~/S-UB 1 -- - ---- 
INCOMPLETE SENSOR READINGS TAKEN 
---- BASED ON +0003. READINGS BETWEEN 140015 AND 140215 
OPPONENT GOING +0005. KNOTS ON COURSE -0000. 
- - 
DD: Obtains first estimate of SS speed and course, based 
on S O W  item ACT1. Results go into ESTO item SLTB1. 
-- -- 
--- -- --- - ---- - - -_ _ _  
INTER/SUBL/=30 
X f  YOU TRAVEL A T  +0030. KNOTS, 
. .. .- INTERCEPTION I N  +0016. MINUTES A T  1 4 1 9 2 5 - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = + 0 0 0 2 .  - 
DD: If DD travels at 30 Knots, is an intqrception of SS 
possible? Use data in ESTO item 
~ A ~ G ~ ~ I - ~ ~ < o ~ N ~ - s u  0 r--  -- 
RANGE = +0006.660000 BEARING = +0002. AT TIME = 140328 
- - - - -  --- - - 
-. 
DD: Find present range and bearing using item m1. 
... " a . . - . a .  * I . .  ..-,... .*.... . _. * . , -._ .._. _ .  ,.- 
.. . 
THE SAILING PLAN HAS B E E N  STARTED TIME= - 140436 _ _ - . - 
DD: Set new sailing plan to attack SS. 
, . - .  * 
_ _ _ ^ _  ___A- 
E S T O P / A C T Z / ~ ~ ~ ~  
1 N f  OMPLETE SENSOR READ1 NGS TAKEN -- 
BASED ON +0003. READINGS BETWEEN 140400 AND 140600 
OPPONENT GOING +0005. KNOTS ON COURSE +0002. - --  
DD: Obtain new estimate os SS speed and course using 
sonar readings in ACT2. 
.---- - - . - - - - -- - 
_ _ - _ . 
---- 
INTER/SUB2/=30 
I F  YOU TKAVEL A T  +0030. KNOTS, 
INTERCEPTION I N  +0014. MINUTES A T  142028- CRSE=+0001. 
DD: Find new intercept course using estimate i r r  ESTO item 
m 2 .  
- .- 
-- --- - 
R A ~ G E ] ~ ~ ~ T - E % o ~ ~ / - s  LJ-6 2 
RANGE =4+0005.670000 BEARING =- t0000. AT TIME = 140648 
DD: Find present estimated range and bearing using ESTO item 
m2. 
INCOMPLETE SENSOR READINGS TAKEN 
BASED ON +0003.  READINGS BETWEEN 140700 AND 140900-- 
OPPONENT GOING + 0 0 0 5 *  KNOTS ON COURSE +0004. 
- - - - -  --- 
."Y. -- - . - 
- - 
DD: Using SONAR i t e m  ACT3, find l a t e s t  estimate of SS and 
create new EST0 i t e m  SLTB3. 
-- - 
- ------------.--- '-- -- 
- -.-- * . .. . -- 
I N T E R / S U B 3 / = 3 0  
I F  YOU TRAVEL AT + 0 0 3 0 o  KNOTS*-_- - - - - -- 
INTERCEPTION I N  +0011-i MINUTES AT ~ G ~ ~ ~ - c ~ s E = + o o o ~ .  
I 
I DD: Use SLTB3 t o  find l a t e s t  intercept course. 
R  A NG ~ 7 ~ 1 - f  E ~ O ~ N ~ S < R ~  
RANGE = + 0 0 0 4 . 5 0 0 0 0 0  f3EARING ='. ' + O ~ O * - - A ~ _ T I M E  = 140936-- 
- -- - - - - -- - 
DD: Find present range and bearing. 
. ... -. - - 
.__ . . ___  _ _ . -.. . -  - 
. . - -- 
. . 
--.-- . . -  -. ..--- 
~ ~ s ~ H % ? T ~ o ~ / ~ ~ - o ~ ~ ~  
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS .BE E  N  STARTE.D_-T_IME-= 141!?51 
. -- - - -. . . -. . . - - . -. - . . .  . -- -- . - 
DD: Modify intercept course, maintain present speed. 
- - -  
- - 
E S T O P / A C ~ ~ / ~ B ~  
INCOMPLETE SENSOR REAOlNGS TAKEN 
BASED ON +0003. READINGS B E ~ w E E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o o ~ A N D ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -  I--'*- 
OPPONENT G O I N G  +0006 .  KNOTS ON COURSE- +0003.  
DD: Obtain another estimate of SS. 
.---- - 
INTER/SUB4/=30  
---.- I F  YOU TRAVEL AT + 0 0 3 0 a  KNOTS* .~-- ----- 
I-N~ERCEPTI ON I N  +0008-.'-- MINUTES-AT 142-106- f i~-~=+0001.  
DD: Calculate l a t e s t  intercept course. 
.-- - - 
, - .-...- . .- ---- . - -  . -.-- 
-. - 
cr I N T E K / S U B 4 / = 4 5  I F  ,YOU TRAVEL A T  +0045m KNOTS* . - - . . . . . - . . 
INTERCEPTION I N  + 0 0 0 5 .  MINUTES AT 1 4 1 7 5 3 ' ~ ~ ~ ~ = + 0 0 0 ~ .  
- . . 
DD: Is SS within weapon range (2 1/4 miles or  3 minutes)? 
* 
-- -- ---- 
/ RANG € ? - W H - ~ T - E + ~ W % / S ~ ~ ~ - - - -  
RANGE = +0003.170500 BEARING = +0O00. A T  TIME = 141257 
- ---- 
DD: Find present range and bearing of SS based on W O  
item  SUB^, 
-- -- Es T6P,-A-cT-5-/src5- -- 
INCOMPLETE SENSOR REAOI NGS TAKEN 
-- BASED ON +00030 READINGS BETWEEN 14-1300 AND --161500 
OPPONENT GOING +0001. KNOTS ON tOURSE--- -0013.  
. - - -- - - - -- - - 
.. . . 
. . 
DD: Using SONAR item ACTS, create EST0 i t e m  
I F  YOU TRAVEL A T  +0030. KNOTS* - -. - 
I NTEKCEPTION I N  +0004. MINUTES A T  14 1947 - C R S E = - O O Q ~ ~ \ .  . . .. 
DD: Find l a t e s t  intercept course. 
.-.-.--. - -  - d m -  ---- L L . L - L ;  
r F F T ~ ~ S T B ~ ~ +  5 
IF You TRAVEL A T  +0045. KNOTS, 
INTERCEPTION I N  +0003-  MINUTES AT 14-1821 CRSE;;OOOC. - - - - 
- -  . 
- 
DD: Is SS within weamon range? Torpedos travel at 45 Knots. 
RANGE = -- - -  +0002~0_00000 BEARING = -0004, AT - - TIME = 141539 
DD: Find estimated range and bearing of SS using item SUl35. 
-- ---- - -- 
<E-TSP/UHITE+OWN/=~~/=-4 
THE SAILING PLAN - -  HAS SEEN - STARTEO - - TIME= - -  141.655 --  - - 
. ... . - 
,DD: Turn l e f t  5' as EST0 i tem.  SUB5 indicates a corresponding 
change has been made by SS. 
- -.  - -- 
-- - 
E S T O P / A C T ~ / S U B ~  
INCOMPLETE SENSOR READ1 NGS T A K E N  
BASED ON + 0 0 0 2 0  READINGS BETWEEN 1 4 1 6 0 0  AND -141700---- --- - -  - 
OPPONENT G O I N G  + 0 0 1 5 o  KNOTS ON COURSE -0119. 
- - 
- -- 
DD: Obtain new estimate of SS ipeed and course using la tes t  
sonar readings as stored in ~(3116. 
- -  -.- - ----c_- - 
- -....-- 
__I__ --- - 
------ --------- 
-. I NTER/SUt36/=30 
I F  YOU TRAVEL AT + 0 0 3 0 .  KNOTS,  
-- - ?I NTERCEP~ION I N  -+0004: M INUTES A T  1 4 2 1 5 8 - C ~ S E = - 0 0 9 3 .  
DD: Find new intercept course. 
. . - .  
- - 
-. - ---- -- -- 
- 
- 
I N T E R / S U B 6 / = 4 5  
I F  YOU TRAVEL AT + 0 0 4 5 .  KNOTS, . - 
INTERCEPTION I N  + 0 0 0 2 .  M INUTES AT 1 4 2 0 2 3  C R S E = = O O ~ O -  
- ---- - - - - -  - -. --A - 
--- - 
DD: I s  SS within weapon range? 
DD commander decides t o  f i r e  a torpedo a t  -go0. 
Results are given with referee functions at the end. 
Commands and Queries Made by the Submarine Captain 
USESN/RED+SONl+STEP/=l/=S 
SENSOR- READINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE-1-NDICATEO -TIMES---'-- - -- 
- 
SS: Take five sonar readings starting now and continuing 
at one minute intervals. 
..... .-__ 
- -  - USESN/RED+SON2/=1404/=1405/=1406/=1407/=1408 
SENSOR READINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE I N D I C A T E D  TIMES---- _ - - 
- 
SS: Take sonar readings at indicated times. Store results in 
SO@. 
- -- - 
. -., - 
.. .......... ....... ... ....---... - - . --L- i  . -  
USESN/RED+SON3/=1407/=1408/=1409/=1410/=1411 
SENSOR READINGS WILL-RE TAKEN AT .THEJNDICATED-TIMES 
.. 
- --- 
SS: Store readings for indicated times in SONS. 
- -. 
. . -- 
-- -----------------. -- 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ + ~ 0 ~ 4 / = 1 4 1 0 / = 1 4 1 1 / = 1 4 ~ 2 / = 1 4 ~ 3 / = 1 4 1 4  
SENSOR REARINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT -THE I N D I C A T E q  T I M E S  - . 
SS: Store readings for times 14:lO-14:14 in  SON^, 
--- - ---------- - -- -- - ----- - - 
USESN/RED+S0N5/=1413/=1414/=1415/=1416/=1417 
SENSOR-READINGS WILL BE TAKEN-AT _THE I N D I C A T E D - T I M E S -  _- -- 
SS: Take indicated sonar readings. - 
-.. -. . . . . . . . . .  
- 
SENSOR READINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT..THE I N D ~ I C A T E D .  T IMES 
SS; Take indicated sonar readings. 
_ __ __-__ I ---I I_-- .- -_  - -- -- - - ---- -- -- 
-- 
USESN/RED+SON7/=1419/=1420/=1421/=1422/=1423 
SENSOR READINGS WILL BE TAKEN .AT TH-E- INDIC_AT-EDzTIMES 
SS. Take indicated sonar readings. 
- ----- - - - 
E S T O P / R E D + ~ S O N ~ , ~ D ~ ~ '  ------ - ----- 
- - 
INCOMPLETE S E % S O R  R E A D I N G S  TAKEN 
BASED ON + 0 0 0 3 .  READINGS B E T W E E N  1 4 0 0 0 1  AN0  1 4 0 2 0 1 - - - - - - - .  
............. 
... . .  
OPPONENT GO1 .................- NG +00 1 5  KNOTS ON COURSE 
-0030 . .  ...----- d-. . . . . .  
SS: Obtain estimate of DD speed and course based on sonar 
readings stored i n  i t e m  SON1. 
- R ~ ~ G ~ ~ / ~ ~  E-D ; ; d W ~ - / j j ~ i ~ ~ ~  =j-,x - -- 
- -- RANGE = + 0 0 0 7 ~ 0 2 0 0 0 0  BEARING -=---D 178,--AT T I M E  = 140100 
RANGE = + 0 0 0 6 m 7 7 0 0 0 0 ^ B E A R I N G  = -0176. AT TIME ..: 1 4 0 3 0 0  
RANGE + 0 0 0 6 . 5 2 0 0 0 0  BEARING = - 0 1 7 4 .  AT  T I M E  = - 1 4 0 5 0 0  ___ 
RANGE = + 0 0 0 6 . 2 9 0 0 0 0  BEARING = -0L71 .  AT T I M E  = 1 4 0 7 0 0  
RANGE = + 0 0 0 6 ~ 0 7 0 0 0 0  - ----- BEARING = 
- 0 1 6 8 -  A T  T I M E  = 140900 
SS: Use ESTO i t e m  DD1 t o  obtain range and bearing of DD a t  
two mi'nut e intervals . 
OFITT~RFDD~~FO-- 
.- I F  R I V A L  TRAVELS AT +0030- KNOTS, -- 
I N T E R C E P T I O N  I N  + 0 0 1 6 .  M I N U T E S  AT 141956- CRSE=+OOO~-.---- - - 
SS: Using ESTO i t e m  DDL, can DD intercept me if he attempts 
an interception a t  30 Knots? 
- .--*.-- .-.-- * --*- 
. - ---- - .- .- . - 
. 
_____l___l____ -.-...---_- . ! SETSP/RED+OWN/=5/=4/=100 
THE S A I L I N G  ........................ PLAN HA'S BEEN- STARTED..TI.!E=_..140512 ............ 
..... 
  . .  
. ..... , . . . .  
SS: Allow DD t o  get close. Maintain approximate course of DD. 
INCOMPLETE SENSOR A E A D I  NGS TAKEN -- - - . - -. - 
EASED ON + 0 0 0 2 .  READINGS BETWEEN 1 4 0 4 0 0  ANO - 1 4 0 5 0 0  
OPPONENT GOING + 0 0 1 8 .  KNOTS ON COURSE +0025m 
------- - 
-- -- ----- 
SS: Obtain new estimate of DD t o  see if DD has started t o  
intercept. 
."-."L- 4 - .- . .---.. .-. . ..... . I / . . . , .  ... . .  . . . - -  - . . . .  .- ___'___ *_.-.._ - ...-. - 
..__.- __I.___ . - - -  _ ---- 
ESTOP/RED+SONZ/DD2 
INCOMPLETE SENSOR READINGS TAKEN .- . ...... 
BASED ON + 0 0 0 4 .  READINGS BETWEEN -14 -0400  - ~ ~ 0 - - - - 1 4 % 7 0 0  
OPPONENT.-GOING +0025,- KNOTS ON COCfR.SE . + b o o b .  , .  , . .  
... 
SS: Make another estimate using SONAR i t e m  SON2 now that m o r e  
readings have been made. - .  
I F  R I V A L  TRAVELS AT +0030. KNOTS, - -- 
INTERCEPTION I N  +0013. MINUTES A T  1 4 2 0 4 0 - ~ ~ ~ ~ = + 0 0 0 1 .  
SS: Can DD intercept me? 
_ -.-- ~. . - - . 
. 
-- 





- RANGE =.--+0006. 250000 BEAR I NG =:0378 ..--- A T  TI ME 140500 
..... ....... 
RANGE = +0005.590300 BEARING = -0179. AT T I M E  = 140700 
-. 
-. RANGE = +0004.920000 BEARING = +0 179. A T  T I M ' E  = 140900 
RANGE = +0004.260000 BEARING = +0178. A T  T I M E  = 141100 
= +0003.600000 BEARING = +0177, AT TIME 141300 RANGE 
.. - 
. . . . . .  .... 
.. - 
..... . 
- .  
. SS: Use DD2 t o  f ind estimated range and bearing a t  two minute inter- 
vals, so that  I can determine when DD w i l l  get w i t h i n  weapon 
range . 
. , . - .  .. - .- -. . . . . . . . . . .  
. -" 
ESTOP/RED+SON~/DO~ 
. !NCOMPLETE SENSOR READINGS TAKEN 
. ... . BASED ON +0003. READINGS BETWEEN 1 4 - 0 7 ( j b - - ~ ~ ~ ' -  1<(j90d -- - .- -. -
OPPONENT . . . . . . .  GOING +0030. . KNOTS ON COURSE, +0002._-- -- 
: I  '.-- -' - . . . - -. ,..-- 
SS: Using SONAR item SON3, create ESTO item DD3. 
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN STARTEO TIME= 141103 
SS: Turn l e f t  2'. Based on ESTO i t e m  DD3, IID i s  on a course of 2'. 
THE SAILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED TIME= . - 141202 - 
--- -- - - - - 
SS: Start  a maneuver t o  evade the DD. 
. e 
.... . - ----...-......--------.--- 
ESTOP/RED+SON4/DD4 
INCOMPLETE SENSOR READ1 NGS TAKEN - .- . . . - . - .-- -. . 
BASED ON +0004. READINGS BETWEEN 1 4 1 0 0 0 - ~ ~ ~ 0  wi41300  
.................. OPPONENT . .  GOING .> . . . . . . .  +0030 KNOTS ,.ON_COURSE +0001.  ,- . - - ,-- -.-.- 
SS: Obtain new estimate of DD speed and course. 
- c -  - - -I.&-- I .--La - 
R A N G E / R E D + O N N / D D ~ / = ~ ~ ~ O / = Z / = ~  
RANGE = +0004.340000 BEARING = -0179. A T  TIME = 141000 
RAiJGE = +0003.550000 BEARING = -0179.- A T  TIME =- 1 4 1 2 0 0 - - -  
RANGE = +0002.900330 BEARING = +0177. A T  TIME = 141400 
- - - - - - - RANGE = +0001.840000 BEARING = +0159* AT TIME = 141600 
-- 
RANGE = +0001.280000 BEARING = +0115- AT TIME = 141800 
RANGE-=-+0001-.-7-70000--BEAR 1-NG-=-+O O ~ ~ ~ A T - T - I  ~ ~ = 1 4 2 0 0 0  
RANGE = +0002.810000 BEARING = +0050. AT T I M E  = _ I 4 2 2 0 0  
- -- - - 
- RANGE = +0003.980000 BEARING-= +O0420 AT TIME = 142400 
SS: Find estimated range and bearing a t  two .niaute in terva ls .  
- - 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
_ _  _._. _ _._ _ _ 
- - _ 
. . .  E - S T O P / R E D + S O N ~ / D D ~  
INCOMPLETE SENSOR READINGS TAKEN . ... . 
erSE0 ON +0004. READINGS B E T W E € ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ . O O -  - A N D  141600  
..... OPPONENT _ __  . GOING _ __ +00~30. - KNOTS ON _COURSf_- - _ + O O O I t - .  . .  .- - ,  
SS: Obtain new estimate; DD i s  s t i l l  maintaining h i s  old intercept 
course. 
- -- . .- . . . . . . . . - .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  I.. .-.- . . . . . . . .  
j-Ers-p/-R- E-D-c fi-,=- 5 j  -=-- .3 30-,-= --- 
THE SAIL ING . . PLAN HAS BEEN . . . . .  STARTED' . TIME= .-- .. . 141628 .......... _ __ . ._ .. _- 
. . 
SS: Add another course change to the maneuver. 
RANGE = +0003.550000 BEARING =__--0179.-AT TIME = 141200 - 
RANGE = +0002.900000 BEARING = +0177. AT TIME = 141400 
RANGE = + 0 0 0 1 ~ 8 3 0 0 0 0  BEARING =- +OL60. AT TIME = 141600 
XANGE = +0001.140000 BEARING = +0113. A T  TIME = 141800 
,__.-RMGE-=-+-O001.49O09-0--BEARING-~Q5~T-f-I-M-E---?42~G-~-- 
- -  .- *- ------ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ = ~ + 0 0 0 2 . 8 7 0 0 0 0 ~ - 5 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ = ~ 0 4 0 .  A T ' - T I M E ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ O O  
* -  - 
SS: Find estimated range and bearing. 
_ ___.- ____I___ __--- -- - - _ _ _ -  --- 
SETSP/RED+OWN/=15/=-100/=100/=2/=15/=120/=100 
THE SAILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED TIM€=. 141836 
SS: Add 'cwo .more course changes to the maneuver. 
-- .- - -- - .. -- .- . - .- -- - 
ESTOP/KED+SON6/DD6 
INCOMPLETE SENSOR R E A O I N G S  TAKEN 
BASED ON +0004. READINGS BETWEEN 1 4 1 6 0 0  AN0 14-190-0-.- -' . 
OPPONENT GOING +0030. KNOTS ON COURSE -0003. -- .!.- , .  
SS: Latest estimate shows t h a t  DD i s  reacting t o  the maneuver. 
- - -- .--  - 
- -. - ---- 
. " _ _ _ _ _  _ - - - -  
--- -- -- - - - ---- pp - E s T O ~ P /  RED+-SO-N~/OD~- 
INCOMPLETE SENSOR READINGS TAKEN 
BASED ON +0002* READINGS BETHEEN 141900 AND 142000 
OPPONENT GOING +0030. KNOTS ON COURSE -0004. 
- - . . -  - - 
SS: Obtain new estimate of DD speed and course; DD is starting I 
to react to the maneuver. 
I 
. . 
--- - - -. - ---- 
R A N G E / R E D + o w ~ / D ~ ~ / = ~ ~ ~ ~ / = ~ / = ~  
RANGE = +0001.830000 B E A R I N G  = +0160. _ AT T I M E  = 141600 - a  - 
RANGE = +0001.080000 B E A R I N G - = - -  +0114. AT T I M E  = 141800 
- .  
RANGE = +0001.570000 BEARING = - - +0062. AT T I M E  = 142000 
- - -  - -  
RANGE = +0002.450000 BEARING = +0036a AT T I M E  = 142200 
RANGE .: +0003*370000 BEARING = ,  +0016* AT T I M E  1424@-- 
- - - ----- - -- 
SS: Find estimated range and bearing of DD. DD is within weapon I 
range. I 
- 34 - 
Functions Used by the Referee 
-. 
- - -  
_.- _ _ _  ---. _- -_ _ _  - - 
-. 
R ~ ~ G E / R E D + o w N / s u B ~ / = ~ ~ ~ ~ / = ~ / ~ ~  
RANGE = +0000.050000 BEARING = -0029. A T  T I M E  = 141800 
RANGE = +0000.060000 BEARING = -0032. A T  T I M E  = 141900 
RANGE = +0000.030000 BEARING = +0179. AT TIME = 142000 
RANGE = +0000.060000 BEARING = +Ol72. A T  TIME = 1 4 2 1 0 0 + - -  
- RANGE = + 0 0 0 0 ~ 3 4 0 0 0 O ~ B E A R I ~ G  -  - -. - - = -0090. AT __I!% = 14220-0- 
Referee: Requests distance between SS and estimate of SS as stored 
i n  item  SUB^. SUBG was used by DD t o  determine course of torpedo. 
Torpedo i s  f i red  a t  14:18: 29 and should explode two minutes later. 
. - . .  ........ . . . . . . . . . .  -- -. .- . .  -. .. 
. . . .  . . ..... . .. ....... 
. . 
-. - - -- - 
~ e f  eree: Find estimated position of SS for  the times after  the torpedo 
i s  fired. 
-- .- . . 
__ .___--. - . - I - - - -  --- 
- RANGE/WHITE+OWN/RED+OWN/=l400/= 1/=59 
. = f - . -  RANGE = +0007.150000 BEARING +0000..-  AT T I M E  , 140000 
RANGE-= +0007m020000 BEARING = +O001. AT TIME = 140100 
.......... .... 
RANGE =-.+0006-890000 BEARING =- .~-+00020 A T  TIME.. 140200 - 
..... 
R A N G E ~ =  +0006.740000 BEARING = +0002. AT TIME = 140300 
R ~ N G E  A.N.G.E -.--.-.= +0006.590000~~BEAR1 . NG = +0002. AT-T.1- = 140400 
-- - 
= +0006~~' i00000 BEARING = + o o o - ~ . ~ A ~ T  T I M E  = 140500 
- . 
... 
R A N G E  = +00060000000 BEARING = +0000. A T  TIME 140600.- 
RANGE = +0005a590000 BEARING = +0000- A T  TIME = 140700 
- .  RANGE =~~+0005.1?0000 BEARING = +0000 .- .. A T  T I M E  = 1 4 0 8 0 0  ----.-.o-.-, RANGE = +0004.750000 BEARING = +0000. A T  TIME = 140900 
RANGE,= + 0 0 0 4 ~ ~ 3 4 0 0 0 0 ~ 5 E ~ A R ~ ~ G  = +O-000. AT-TJME =,141OOO ---. -. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ + 0 0 0 3 . 9 2 ~ 0 0 0  BEARING = +0000. AT TIME = 141100 
RANGE - =  +00030 550000 BEAR1 NG = +O000 .--AT T I M E - - = -  141200 
-. . 
RANGE = +0003.290006 BEARING = +0000. A T  TIME = 141300 
.- . .... .. . 
RANGE '= +0002.900000 BEARING. = 
-0002.--- A T  TIME s 141400 
-- 
- - - - - RANGE = +,0002o340000 BEARING = -3008. A T  TIME = 141500 
RANGE = +0~0~1-~-8-3-0,0.0O-BEAR~NG = -00190 AT TIME = 141600 -. o 6-3.6- oF*-T-T-i-M-E--. --. 
-.-.. RANGE-..+OOO~ .380000 BEARING = = 141700 
.. 
RANGE = ' + 0 0 0 1 ~ 0 8 0 0 0 0  B E A R I N G  = -0065. AT TIME = 141800 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. - RANGE = + 0 0 0 1 ~ 1 7 0 0 0 0  BEARING = -0098, A T  T I M E  = 141900 
RANGE ~ + 0 0 0 1 ~ 5 5 0 0 0 0  BEARING = -0117. A T  T I M E  142000, - 
. . RANGE = +0002.030000 BEARING = -01290 AT TIME 142100 
- . .  - . .  .- .... - -,-.  . -- -- .. 
. - 
Referee: Find true range and bearing from DD t o  SS start ing a t  14:00 
and contiming a t  one minute intervals u n t i l  the end of the game. 
. - 
-- . - -. . . . .- - 
PLAYER-. TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE-SPEED COURSE DEPTH 
THE TIME 135600 OCCURS BEFORE THE GAME BEGAN 
- 
T H E-T-I ME 1 3  5 8 0  0-0 c c U-RS-8 E FO <E-~KE-GAM E-B<-~AN 
- . WHITE 1 4 0 0 0 0 ~ ~ ~ + 0 0 4 0 ~ 0 0 ~  -003 .00---015o0 - -0030o00 +0000e 
WHITE 140100 +0040.00 -0030-00 015o0 -0030.00 +0000o 
-- WHITE - 140200 +0040.01 -0030.01 -015.0 ______ TURN +0000o -- 
WHITE 140300 +0040.01 -0030.01 015.0 TURN +0000o 
W H I . T E  140400 +000440~02 -0030~~-01 -015~0  +0030 -00-tOOOOo 
WHITE 140500 +0040.02 -0030o00 022.5 TURN +0000. 
- WHITE - -  140600 
WHITE 140700 
t -- - WHI T E 1 4 0 8 0 0  
WHITE 140900 
WHITE 141000 





WHITE - -  141400 
WHITE 141500 
- WHITE 1 4 1 6 0 0 ~ ~ ~ + 0 0 4 ~ 0 ~ ~ 1 ~ - ~ 0 0 3 0 m 0 0  - -- 03-0.0 +OOO-l.O_O +OOO-Oo 
WHITE i b1700  +004o. 12 -0o3o.00 0 3 0 ~ 0  -0oo4.00 +00000 
WHITE 141800 +0040. 1 3 -  -0030-00 O3O~.q-_-~0004*O0... .+0000.- 
..- .. . .~ . .-. -- . 
PO /W tlTIi.E-+.o .i-N- /. =-i .<.. i9/' = / - . A_+ . . . . .. .- _ . - . . - - -. - 
. . =1421/=1422/=1423/=1424/=1425/=1426/=1427/=1428/=1429/ - . -- - . . . -..- -. -- . . -- 
=~430/=~1431/=l432/=1434/=1436/=1438/=1439/=1440/=1442 
PL AY E.R-T I ME. .. 
L A T  I T'UOE --LONGI T U D E S ~ P E E D ~ C O U R S E - ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ D E P T H  
WHITE 141900 +0040.14 -0030.00 030.0 -0004.00 +00000 
- 
w H I T E 1 6  2 o o 0+do40~.~1-5~-0 o 30 .-00-f3 O-;O-OO 04-.-ij 0-+0 o - ~ o .  
WHITE -. - 142100 +0040.15 -0030.00 030.0 -0004.00 +00000 
~ . .. . . WHITE 142200 +0040.16 -0030.00 030.0 -0004o00 +0000. 
WHITE 142300 +0040*17 -0030.00 030.0 
... . 
. ~ TURN +0000. . . WHITE 142400 +0040.18 -0030o01 030.0 TURN +0000. 
- WHITE 142500 +0040- 17 -0030.02 030.0 TURN +00000 - 
WH I ~ ~ ~ 1 4 2 6 0 0 ' - + 0 0 4 ! l ~ 1 7 ~ - 0 0 3 0 . 0 3 0 3 0 . 0 ~ ~ 1 4 8 ~ 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 .  
- WHITE 142700 +0040.16 -0030o04 030.0 -0148.00 +0000. 
~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 4 2 8 0 0 - - + 0 0 4 0 .  16 --0030.04- 0 3 0 . 0 -  -0148.00 +0000, ----- - 
WHITE . - - 142900 +0040-15 -0030.05 030.0 TURN +00000 
WHITE 143000 - +0040- 14- - -0030.04 030.0---+0141.00 +0000, - - 
- WHITE 143100 +0040-13 -0030.03 030.0 +0141-00 +0000. 
~~1~~~~43200'+0040~-13~-0030~ 0 3 ~ 0 ~ 3 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 1 ~ 4 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 0 0 0 .  
WHITE 143400 +0040* 12 -0030.01 030.0 +014,1.00 +0000. 
WHITE 143600 +0040.10 -0030.00 030.0 +0159.00 +0000. - 
WHITE 143800 +0040o09 -0029.99 030.0 +0170.00 +00000 
- - -  - WHITE 143900 +0040.08 -0029.99 030.0 +0170.00 +0000. 
-- kHITE 144000 +0040.G? -0029.99 030 -0  +0170o00 +0000. 
WHI ~~~~144200--+004~0.0~~--0029~9';9--030.0-+017~0.~00-+0000~~--- 
Referee: F ind  pos i t i on  of DD for  the e n t i r e  game. A course of "TURN" 
ind icates t h a t  the DD i s  turning. 
- - -. 
PLAYER - TIME L A T I  TUDE-- LONGITUDE'~SPEED COURSE - DEPTH------ 
THE T I M E  135600 OCCURS BEFORE THE GAME BEGAN 
- 
1 t i  E -~ i -~€- i3-5  80 0- -0 C-c u R S-0 E FO R ETKEGA M E-BIZGA N 
OORED 140000 + 0 0 4 0 ~ 1 2 ~ ~ - 0 0 3 0 ~ 0 0  005.0 +0000-00 +0100- 
- - -- - -- 
O O R E D - 1 4 0 1 0 0  -+0040. 12 -0030.00--005.0 +0000.00 +0100. 
OORED 140200 +0040.12 -0030-00 005.0 +0000o00 +01000 
0 0 ~ € ~ - - - 1 4 0 3 0 0  ---+004.3.12- ~ - 0 0 3 0 ~ 0 0 - ~ 0 0 5 ~ 0  ----+0000-00 -+0100. 
OORED 140400 +0040.13 -0030.00 005.0 +0000.00 +0100. 
o O R  E-0-14-0-5 o 0 7 d o ~ o : - i 3 ~ ~ 0 0  3 o0:oobo o s ; - o i o b  0 o j o  oo+o 1 0 0 l 
--- OOREO 140600 - +0040.13 -0030.00 005.0 - - +0004-00 +01000 
~ ~ R E D - 1 4 0 7 0 0  +0040.13 - -0030.00 --005.0 +0004.00-+0100. 
OORED 140800 +0040.13 -0030.00 0 0 5 - 0  +0304.00 +0100- --. - 
OORED --140900 +OO40.13 -0030.00--005.0--- +0004,00 +Ol00. 
- OORED 141000 +0040.13 -0030-00 005.0 +0004.00 +0100, 
O O R E D - ~ ~ ~  1b0~~0040~~14--0030.~00~0 05 .il-+0004-. of io10~o. 
~ OORED 141200 +0040.14 -0030.00 008.0 +0002-00 +0100m . - - -. . -. - 
OORED -'--141300 ---+0040..14 - -0030~-00-- - -  0 15.0 ----+0006.00-~~+0100. 
--- .. OORED 141400 +0040.14 -0330.00 0 15.0 -011.0000 +01000 
0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ - - ~ 1 4 1 5 0 0  + 040. 14-- -~~-0030~01--~0 15 .0- - -0110~00-~+0100~ 
- OOKED 141,600 +0040.14 - . .. -. . - -. . - -0030.01 . . - . -. --. - 015.0 ..- - -  -0110.00 - - - - . -- +0100. - - . - . 
0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ 1 4 ~ ~ 7 0 0 ~ + 0 0 4 0 ~ 1 4  -0030.02 015.0 -0130.00 +0100- 
.OORED 141800 +0040.14 -0030o02 0 1 5 - 0  -0130.00 +0100. 
-. - .. . - -  . . -  
. . - . . - - .- - .. - - .. -- 
.- PLAYER-- T I M E  - - - LATITUDE LONGITUDE s P E E D -  COURSE DEPTH 
OORED 141900 +OO40.13----0030.03 O15,O - 0 1 0 0 ~ ~ 0 0 ~ + 0 1 0 0 ~  
- ---- .- 
OORED 1 4 2 0 ~ + ~ 0 4 0 ~ 1 3  -0030. 03-0 15.0 -0100.00 +0100. 
OOKED 142100 +3040.13 -0030.04 015.0 TURN +0100- 
Referee: Find position, speed, course and depth of SS for  the entire 
g-• 
3.2 Grune Two 
In t h i s  game, each side attempts to attack i t s  adversary. The 
i n i t i a l  patrol  sai l ing plans are shown in  Fig. 3.2. 
a) DD patrol a t  speed 
of 10 Knots 
b) SS patrol  a t  speed 
of 5 Knots 
Figure 3.2 I n i t i a l  Patrol Plans of Each Player 
Figure 3.3 shows the entire game. A t  f i r s t  both sides attempt t o  
intercept. The submarine, a f te r  going on an intercept couse  fo r  about ten  
minutes, ,s tarts  a maneuver a t  10: 14 i n  an attempt t o  mislead the destroyer 
and then t o  return t o  an intercept course. This t ac t i c  works well a t  first 
and the destroyer changescourse. However, immediately afterwards, the 
destroyer captain receives new information and learns that  the suhmarinets 
range i s  only 0.28 miles. He theref ore launches a weapon and wins the game. 
The f i n d  part  of the game, including the suhmarinets maneuver, i s  shown i n  
Fig. 3.4. This figure shows tha t  the destroyer1 s estimate of the subnarine a s  
given i n  EST0 i t e m  S L T B ~  is very close t o  the actual position of the submarine. 
An annotated l i s t i ng  of all f'unctions used i n  the game follows. 
3'unctions 
Initial Positions and Sailing Plans of Both Players 
Commands and Queries Made By the Destroyer Captain 
Commands and Queries Made By the Submarine Captain 









I n i t i a l  Positions and Sailing P!ans of Both Players 
I N T L Z  
- . . -. . - 
INTLZ WAS ENTERED 
I n i t i a l i z e  Game 
START/RED+OWN/=30.15/=-29.85/WH ITE+OWN/=30/=-30 -- - _ - - -  -- 
- -  I N I T I A L  P O S I T I O N  HAS BEcN STORED FOR-TIME = 095741 
- 
C 
Set i n i t i a l  positions : Submarine (SS) 30.15'~ 29.85% 
Destroyer (DD) 30 '~  +30% 
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED T I M E =  095757 
-- - - - -. 
Set i n i t i a l  sai l ing plan f o r  SS: 
SPEED CCKTRSE DEED3 IXlRATION 
5 Knots 135' 100' 30 Min. 
5 -135 i O O  3O 
5 135 100 30 
5 ,  -135 100 Not Specified . 
SETSP/WHITE+OWN/=LO/=-45/=30/=10/=-135/~30/=10/=~45~=30/~ - - -- - 
- - - - . - - - 
- -- - 
= l o / = - 1 3 5  
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED T I M E =  095804 _---.. % - ,  
- . . -- - - -- 
- -- - P P - . 
Set i n i t i a l  sa i l ing  plan f o r  DD: 
SPEED CWSE lXTRATION 
10 -45O 30 
10 -135O 30 
10 -45O 30 
10 -135' Not Specified 
Cammands and Queries LvIade by the Destroyer Captain 
DD: Requests 4 sonar readings be taken starking immediately 
with 1 minute intervals. 
USESN/WHITE+ACT2/=1004/=1005/=1006/=1007 
- - -. - - -- - - - - - - - - - 
SEN-SOR--READINGS WILL-BE- TAKEN AT--THE- INDICATED T I M E S  
....... 
---------*.---- - .  . . ........... , -...-... - - .... 
DD: Requests that  sonar readings be taken a t  1004, 1005, 1006, 
1007 and that  t h i s  SONAR i t e m  be labeled ACT2. 
--- -- 
. . . .  . . . . .  
. - ..___-__te._l___ ._ _ .."_.~_ __.___ -. .:. 
-.-a . , .. . . . . . . . . .  ........ 
DD: Requests that  .mre advance sonar readings be taken. 
USESN/WHITE+ACT4 /=1012 /=1013 /=1014 /=10~5  - - - . 
-- S E N S ~ R - - R E ~ A D I N G S - - W I L ~ -  B E  TAKEN-AT-THE-XNDI~ATED T I M E S  
DD: Requests another s e t  of sonar readings be taken. 
U S E S N / W H 1 T E + A C T 5 / = 1 0 1 6 / = 1 0 ~ 7 / = 1 0 1 8 / = 1 0 ~  
SENSOR- READINGS W I L L  BE TAKEN AT-THE- INDICATED T I M E S - - -  - 
- --- ---+- ---- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- 
- --.-- -.- - 
DD: Requests a f i f t h  se t  of sonar readings be taken. 
USESN/WHITE+ACT6/=1020/=1021/=1022/=1023 
SENSOR-READINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE- INDICATED--TIMES- -- 
. - 
DD: Requests l a s t  of advance SONAR items be taken start ing a t  
10.20. ( ~ o t e  that  ACT2 through A& cover times fram 1004 
t o  1023 i n  1 minute intervals.) 
-- - - 
- --- - _-_ _ - - 
E S T O P / A C T l / S U B l  . .. .. . - - . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . 
I N C O M P L E T E  SENSOR R E A D I N G S  TAKEN 
. - BASED ON +0003. R E A D I N G S  BETWEEN 0 9 5 8 1 0  AND AO00lq - .. 
OPPONENT G O I N G  + 0 0 0 5  .- KNOTS ON 'COURSE - -  +0135. 
DD: Requests estimate of SS course and speed (sailing plan) based 
on SONAR item ACT1 and creates ESTO iten SUB1 containing the 
estimated sailing plan. 
(Note: SS true course and speed are as given.) 
- ---7_ A=--- - -AA---* .- - - 
- - -  - - 
DD: Requests an estimate of present range and bearing fram DD 
to SS based on ESTO item SUB1. 
(Note: Since SS is on course and speed of ESPO item SUB1, 
then this range is qui%e accurate.) 
--- -- -. A -"- ---. - -- .----- -- - - 
I N T E R C E P T I O N  I N  + 0 0 2 4 .  M I N U T E S  AT 1 0 2 5 2 9  C R S E = + 0 0 5 5 .  . 
, ---- . - --- - - . . - . - - - -- 
DD: Requests an interception course which will allow interception 
with SS if SS continues on the sailing plan currently estimated 
(SUB1) and DD travels at 30 Knots. 
. . - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - .------- --- . . - - --- ----- - 
DD: Changes sailing plan to follow interception course given above. 
-- -. 
_ _  _ _ _ _ ' _ _  pl " _._-- ---.___.-  -_ --- - 
. L 
-- - E S T O P / A C T 2 / S U B 2  - - - - - -- - -- - -- - . - - - 
INC-OMPLETE SENSOR READ1  NGS TAKEN 
.- BASED ON +0002* R E A D I N G S  BETWEEN 100400 AND 100500 _ _ _ -  _ 
OPPONENT-GOING + 0 0 1 5 .  KNOTS ON COURSE -0093. 
DD: Requests a sailing plan based on second set of sonar readings. 
(~ote: Course and speed of SS are as given.) 
- --- - - --- - "  
-_-- - _ --- I _ - 
.--- -- --A _.-- - 
DD: Requests current range and bearing based on ESPO item SW32. 
f NTEK/SUD2/=20  
- I F  YOU TRAVEL AT + 0 0 2 0 *  KNOTS, 
I N T E R C E P T I O N  I N  + 0 0 2 1  MINUTES AT 1 0 2 7 1 3  CRSE=+0019. 
DD: Requests an interception course for a DD speed of 20 Knots. 
- . . - . ... - , - . . - .- - .- - -. - .+ -. . . -.  . .  .- . - - - - -. -- .. . - -----..- - -. . - 
I NTEKCEPTI ON MINUTES 
DD: Requests an interception course for a DD speed of 30 Knots. 
- - -  
SETSP/WHITE+OWN/=30/=28 
. . . - . .-- 
TH-E-SA-XL-ING--PLAN-HAS BEEN S T A R T E - D - ~ I M E = - - ~ O O ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
.. . . - 
. - -- . 
DD: Modifies sailing plan based principally on previous interception 
calculations. 
BASED ON + 0 0 0 2 *  READINGS BETWEEN 1 0 0 8 0 0  AND 100900 
' . -- - - - - -- -- - -. - . 
OPPONENT-GOING + 0 0 1 4 ,  KNOTS ON C O U R S E - - - O ~ ~ S . - -  
DD: Requests an estimated sailing plan for ;he thirdoSONAi( item ACT30 
(Note: DD caught SS in a turn f ram -93 to -141 .) 
---- - -. - -..--=.- * ---- -- 
--- 
I NTER/SUB3/=30 - . - -  - .- - 
I F-- YOU TRAVEL ~ ~ - - - + 0 0 3 0 .  KNOTG 
I N T E R C E P T I O N  I N  + 0 0 1 0 .  MINUTES AT 1 0 2 0 1 6  C R S E = + O O ~ ~ .  
, DD: Requests a new interception course for a 30 Knot speed of DD. 
DD: Requests an estimate of current range. 
(~ote: Because SS was turning when-DD took sonar readings this 
- 
range estimate is somewhat different fram the true range .) 
. - .-- .  -- 




- .  TriE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED T I M E =  1 0 1 1 4 7 - -  
DD: Modifies sailing plan to acccmplish interception as calculated 
above. 
(Note: Estimate based on a course which is 16' in error because 
of SS turn.) 
I NTER/SUBS/= 10 
- - -- - -- ------ 
--NO- POSSIBLE INTERCEPT ION AT THIS- SPEED. 
DD: Requests an interception course for  10 Knots. Due t o  the present 
positions of the ships and SS sailing plan DD cannot intercep% a t  
t h i s  speed. 
. ................ . *.-.-- - ---*.-..- -- - . . . . .  
- RANGE/WHITE+OWN/SUf35 
+ * 6.5. xT --T-*-fi - --  RANGE = + 3 0 0 2 , 1 6 0 0 0 0  BEARING-=--- = 101828 
DD: Requests current range t o  SS. 
........... 
.- - -. .-........ . - . . . . . . . .  
----- -i-...._...  --..>.-.- -.nrr.e ..-. -.--. r a- 
.... 
-. 
. . .... ... 
... . . .  -._____... _ _ _  -- 
DD: Changes course according t o  intercept a t  20 Knots previously 
calculated. 
( ~ o t e :  SS change t o  -120' took place a t  101915. ) 
INTER/SUBS/=45 -- 
- - - . - -- -- A - -- -- 
- - I F -  -YOU TRAVEL - - ~ - ~ - - - + 0 0 4 5 .  KNOTS, 
I NTERCEPTIOM IN +0002e  MINUTES AT 102455 CRSE=+O094. _-.. - _ _ _  
. -._ ___--  
DD: Asks for  torpedo intercept based on SUBS. 
( ~ o t e :  A torpedo f i red  on t h i s  course would miss badly.) 
-- 
ESTOP/ACT6/SUB6 - -- 
- -- .-A 
1-NCOMPLETE SENSOR READINGS- TAKEN---- 
--- 
BASED ON + 0 0 0 3 *  READINGS BETWEEN 1 0 2 0 0 0  AND 1 0 2 2 0 0  . - - - -- - - - -- 
OPPONENT -GOING +0015e-  KNOTS ON COURSE -0121-a - 
DD: Requests new estimate of course asd sgeed of SS based on l a t e r  
readings. 
(note: True SS course i s  -3.20'. DD has an accurate estimate of 
SS sailing plan, but SS got an estimate of DD sl ightly ear l ier  
which i s  more accurate. However, DD asked fo r  a torpedo inter- 
-- cept a t  the same time. See next stat-%.). 
-C- - - --- - - ----- _.. _ .. --_- - 
- -- 
INTER/SUB6/=45 
s - ,  ' 
-- - A -- ---- - - --- IF'- ~ ~ ~ - ' - T R A V E L  - A T -  --+0045;-- 
INTERCEPTION I N  + 0 0 0 3 .  MINUTES AT 1 0 2 3 3 1  CRSE=-0077. 
- 
DD: Requests torpedo intercept course. (This statement was piggy- 
backed with the creation of EST0 i t e m  SUBG thus enabling DD 
t o  sink SS.) (The execution of the ear l ier  intercept on SUB5 
. 
also was in  the same - . s e t  . . - as  -- was - - -. the . range below.) 
- - - -  -- - 
RANGE/WHI TE+OWN/SUB6 
. - -- . -. -o . 0.7.4,- -. . 
- ." ---- RA-NGE.~= + 0 0 0 0 . 2 8 0 0 0 0  BEARING = AT TIM-E-.=-' 102320 
DD: Requests current estimated range. 
ESTOP/AGT4 /SUS4  
INCOMPLETE SENSOR K E A O I  NGS T A K E N  
BASED ON + 0 0 0 2 -  READINGS BETWEEN 1 0 1 2 0 0  AN0 1 0 1 3 0 0  - - - -  
--- 
- OPPONENT GOING +0015 .  KNOTS ON COURSE -0141- 
DD: Requests new estimate of SS sailing plan using fourth SONAR 
item requested. 
(Note: SS course and speed are correct as given.) 
-- --- - - - -- - - -- 
- RANGE/WHITE+OWN/SUB4 
--- -- - - 
RANGE-= + 0 0 0 4 . 6 7 0 0 0 0  BEARIN'= +0052 .  AT T I M E  = 1 0 1 3 4 7  
-9 . . . , 
- .  
DD: Requests current estimate of range and bearing to SS. 
I N T E R / S U B 4 / = 3 0  
- - - 
I-F--YOU - -  TRAVEL-- AT- -+OO~O-  -K~oT-s;-- 
INTERCEPTION I N  +0006 .  MINUTES AT 1 0 2 0 1 1  CRSE=+006OW ' 
-- - . - 
DD: Requests interception course based on latest estimate 
of SS sailing plan. 
.- -- -- 
-- 
SETSP/WHITE+OWN/=30/=60 ---- -- 
THE - S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN S T A R T E D - T I M E ~  - 1 0 1 5 0 7 - - - - -  -- 
,. 
DD: Changes course based on last interception calculated. 
(Note: SS changed course about 50 sec. before this. change.) 
.. . ----- ----- -- - . ._1_4p-_ .- a. - - -- - 
ESTOP/ACTS/SUBS - - - -- -- - _  
INCOMPLETE SENSOR READINGS TAKEN 
BASED ON +0002 .  READINGS BETWEEN 1 0 1 6 0 0  AND 1 0 1 7 0 0  _ - - -  
OPPONENT GOING + 0 0 1 4 e  KNOTS ON COURSE +0119- 
-- 
DD:' Requests estimate be made using fifth sgt of sonar readings. 
(~ote: DD cauzht SS in a turn frcan -95 to llOO. This is 
part of the maneuver designed to confuse DD.) 
---- ------ - - - - - - -. , - - ? - " -  - -  --- -- 
-- -- - -- 
-- .- - -- - - - .-- - - . . - . . - - -- 
I F  YOU- TRAVEL - ~ T - - - + 0 0 3 3 .  KNOTS-~ 
INTERCEPTION I N  + 0 0 0 7 .  MINUTES AT 1 0 2 5 1 3  CRSE=+0086. 
DD: Requests iqterception course. 
(~ote: SS has already programmed a change to -120' to take 
effect at 101915. This will considerably shorten interception 
time.) 
- --- .----- - -  - -  - - - -- ----- - -- ---- - ..--  -- - 
I N T E R / S U B 5 / = 2 0  - 
.- - -  - 
I F  YOU T R A V E L  AT +0020e KNOTS, 
INTERCEPTION . . . . . . . I N  + 0 0 1 7 -  MINUTES AT . - 1 0 3 5 3 0  CRSE=+0100- - 
. .. . . 
- .  . .-. 
DD: Requests an interception course for 20 Knots. 
Commands and Queries Made By the Submarine Captain 
USESN/RED+SONL+STEP/=1/=4 
- .  . - SENSOR READINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE-INDICATED T IMES 
SS: Requests tha t  4 sonar readings be taken s tar t ing  immediately 
i n  1 minute intervals.  
- - - - .. - - . - - . -. --_ ____L 
USESN/RED+SON2/=1004/=1005/=1006/=1007 
. . - -. - - - -- - 
-SENSOR--READINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE I NDICATED--TIMES'- 
sS: Requests t h a t  sonar readings be taken a t  1004, 1005, 1006 and 
1007 and tha t  t h i s  SONAR item be labeled SOX?. 
- 
- -- 
USESN/RED+SON3/=1008/=1009/=101O/=LOll ' -- -- 
SENSOR-READINGS WILL- BE-TAKEN AT -THE--INDICATED-TIMES 
SS: Requests i n  advance t h a t  sonar readings be taken. 
----"LA-.. -- - - -.--.-- - - - - ---- --- - . - -. -- --- --- - - --.- 
-- USESN/RED+SON4/=1012/=1013/=1014/=1015 - - -- -- . 
, SENSOR--READ1 NGS WILL--BE TAKEN AT- THE- I NDICATED--TIMES--- 
SS: Requests tha t  another s e t  of sonar readings be taken. 
DD: Requests a f i f t h  se t  of sonar readings well i n  advance. 
USESN/REO+SON6/=1020/=1021/=1022/=1023 
-SEN-S-OR READINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE INDICATED TIMES----- - 
. . - - -- . . -- - 
--... . 
SS: Requests a l a s t  s e t  of advance sonar readings be taken s t a r t ing  
a t  1020. ( ~ o t e  t h a t  SON2 through  SON^ cover the time interval  
1004 t o  1023 i n  1 minute intervals.) 
. ... 
ESTOP/RED+SONl/DDl . 
. . INCOMPLETE SENSOR 'READ1 NGS TAKEN......'-.. _._.. _ 
. 
.---- 
BASED ON +00020 READINGS BETWEEN 095823 AND 095923 
... - 
......... OPPONENT-GOING +0010. KNOTS ON C O U R S E - ~ ~ = O O ~ ~ - . - ' ~ - -  
.-. - SS: Requests estimate of DD sai l ing plan based on ~~m--item 
SON1 and creates ESTO i t e m  DD1 c o n t a i w  the estimated plaa. 
( ~ o t e :  DD true course and speed are as shown.) 
- - - -  - -  
- - . .  
- - -- ----- -- RANCE/RED+OWN/DDl - - 
R ~ G E - = - - + ~ O ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O B E A R ~ ~ N G  = -0134. ATTi~~~-l00131 
DD: Requests an estimate of present range and bearing from SS to 
DD based on ESTO item DD1. 
( ~ o t e :  Since DD i s  on course and speed given in ESTO i t e m  
DD1, then t h i s  range i s  quite accurate.) 
- --- - - -- -- -l_l."_Ll-LL~CI _-^_- . _I--- -. - . - - -  -. 
INTER/RED+DDl /=15  
I F-Y-0 u.-- T R A v EL - A T - +-0  1 5-. -K N O T - S < - -  - -- -- - - 
XNTERCEPTION --I N  -- +0064. MINUTES A -  AT 1 1 0 6 0 6  - -- - CRSEa-0093. 
- - -- - - - -  
SS: Requests a course which w i l l  al low interception with DD i f  DD 
continues on the sai l ing plan estimated i n  DA1 and if SS t ravels  
a t  15 Knots. 
------- .... - . . . . . . . . . . .  
...I.... L-.--..---i-.- "_... . .  -- ..  .._^.. _-., _.__^_____._II^I___ __--  
- . 
SETSP/RED+OWN/=15/=-93/=100 - - - - . -  - - - - - -  
- TI~€-SAILING PLAN HAS-BEEN -STARTED T IME= 100239 
* -  1 . . 
.. . . 
SS: Modifies sailing plan t o  accomplish interception with DD- based ' 
'on previous interception request. 
-- ___-.--.---- - ,, ' ' ..--. r I- _II---W___ - _ - _ . - - -  - ..-I-I- 
. 
ESTOP/RED+SON2/D02 -. ---- - 
I~NCOM~PLETE~~ SENSOR -READ'I-NGS -TAK-EN 
TOO FEW READINGS ., .-- TO USE ESTOP . . .  
. . .  .......- ..  
SS: Requests an estimate using the second se t  of sonar readings 
before 2 readings have been taken. 
DD: Requests another estimate of range based on ESTO item DD1. 
( ~ o t e :  Since DD changed course a t  100232 then t h i s  range is 
considerablg i n  error. The new sai l ing plan of DD is  now Po 
Knots a t  55 while t h i s  estimate i s  based on 10 Knots a t  -45 .) 
ESTOP/RED+SON2 /DD2  
- - - - - - - - I N C O M P L E T E  SENSOR R E A D I N G S  TAKEN 
B A S E D  ON +0002w R E A D I N G S  BETWEEN 100400 AND 100500 
OPPONENT GOING +00220 KNOTS ON COURSE +0044e 
- 
-------_l_l___l______ 
SS: Tries again to get an estimate using SONAR item DD2. This 
time 2 readings have been taken and an estimate can be made. 
(~ote: These readings are taken while DD is caning out of 
its first course change. After turn is complete course is 5' 
and speed is 30 Knots .) 
. - - A  -- --- * 
-- 
ESTOP/RED+SONZ/DD2 . _. _ . _ _ _-- 
I N ~ O M P L E T E - - S E N S O R - R E A D I  N G S  TAKEN 
B A S E D  ON + 0 0 0 3 *  R E A D I N G S  BETWEEN 100400 AND 100600 
.................. 
- .  - OPPONENT G ~ I N G  +0026. K N O T S  ON COURSE- .  + ~ ~ s o ,  
SS: Requests that a later estimate be made with the second set 
of sonar readings. The old DD2 is deleted and the newer 
and more accurate estimate is substituted. 
- - * _ -  - 
- -- A- ------ -- -- - - -. - I-- -  ----A 5- 
SS: Requests an estimate of range and bearing. 
- I N T E R / R E D + D D 2 / = 1 5  - 
- .- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - 
I F - - Y O U  T R A V E L  AT + 0 0 1 5 *  KNOTS*  
I N T E R C E P T I O N  I N  +0914. - - -  M I N U T E S  AT 102113 CRSE=-0141 .  
SS: Requests an interception course for SS speed of 15 ~ n o t ~ .  
-- . I - -- a -_-_ 
---,-- - - - - * -- . . . . . . . .  .--- 
SETSP/RED+OWN/=15/=-141/=100 
- - - THE--S-AILING P L A N  H A S  B E E N  S T A R T E D  ~ 1 ~ ~ = - - 1 0 0 8 1 0 - -  
SS: Changes sailing plan based on estimated interception course. 
_ _ _ I___- I_ _  - -------- 
----A- 
_ -- -- .- --- -- 
- p- 
ESTOP/RED+SON3 /DD3  - - -  . . . .  ....... . - 
..___%_. .___. _- 
I N C O M P L E T E  SENSOR R E A D 1  NGS--TAKEN - 
OASED ON + 0 0 0 2 .  R E A D I N G S  BETWEEN 1 0 0 8 0 0  AND 100900 
OPPONENT G O I N G  + 0 0 3 0 w  KNOTS ON COURSE +0029w 
- - .. .--. ... 
SS: Requests an estimated sailing plan for DD based on the third 
SONAR item. (~ote: True sailing plan is 30 Knots at 28 de- 
grees. ) 
I N T E R / R E D + O D 3 / = 1 5  . 
IF YOU T R A V E L  A T  +0015. KNOTS* 
- --- INTERCEPTION I N  + 0 0 1 0 .  - MINUTES - - AT . - -  1 0 2 1 1 5  - - - CRSE=-OOc9-,- _ - - -  
SS: Requests an interception course for  an SS speed of 15 
Knots based on DD3. 
- - -- . - - - - - - - - -- - - - -  - 
-- RANGE/RED+OWN/DD3/=1010/=2/=5 - - - -. - . 
RANGE-=-+0007.430000- BEARING-=--O~~~.  AT-TIME = 101000-- 
RANGE = - + 0 0 0 5 . 9 9 0 0 0 0  BEARING = -0130.  AT T I M E  = 1 0 1 2 0 0  - 
- R A N G ~ - =  + 0 0 0 4 . 5 9 0 0 0 0  BEARING = -0124.  - AT T I M E  = 101400 
RANGE = + 0 0 0 3 . 2 7 0 0 0 0  BEARING = -0114 .  AT TI!ICIE = 101600 
--- - -- 
- --- 
R A N G - E ~ + - o o - o ~ ~ ~ %  00 00-8 EAR ING-=0 9 2 . AT f l  M E = 10 1 8 0 0 
SS,: Requests a se t  of range and bearing estimates be made 
assuming that SS remains on current sai l ing plan and 
DD remains on the estimated sailing plan DD3. The es t i -  
mates start a t  1010 and continue i n  2 minute increments 
fo r  a t o t a l  of 5 readings. 
---- ..-..... 
- -- . 
SETSP/RED+OWN/=15/=-95/=100-- -- . - - -- -- - - - - -- -- . 
THE--SAILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED TIME= 101619 
. . . .  ..... . . .  . . .  . . -. -- . - . - --- . -..- - .  
SS: Changes course based on l a s t  intercept calculated. 
-. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.- .. ..... 
. - . .  --- 
... 
.- 
-S;F-? .: -.. _:-.---- .. ... . 
SETSP/RED+OWN/=15/=110/=10O/=4/=15/=-120/=100- - - - -  -. . 
'THE-S-AILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED T IME= L O 1 5 1 5  
SS: Continues the violent maneuver begun a t  101419 by set t ing 
a new sailing plan. The t o t a l  effect  of both changes i s  given 
i n  the table below: 
Course Speed Depth Duration 
-141 15 100 ( Sailing plan before 101419) 
-95 15 100 -56 Sec. (started a t  101419) 
- .  
110 15 100 4 min. 
-120 15 100 Not specified. - 
SS hopes the violence and variety of maneuver w i l l  mislead DD. 
.- - - I - -  - ..,*.-* -- - .- - - - -  -.A*----- 
- - 
ESTOP/RED+SON4/DD4 
- - - - - - - -- --  - - - - - - - - - - -  - - 
- - - ALL--SENSOR READINGS TAKEN 
BASED ON + 0 0 0 4 e  READINGS BETWEEN 1 0 1 2 0 0  AND - 1 0 L 5 0 0  - - - -  
OPPONENT GOING + 0 0 3 0 *  KNOTS ON COURSE + 0 0 4 2 *  
SS: Gets l a t e s t  estimate of DD sailing plan. ( ~ o t e :  DD 
changed sailing plan only 7 sec. a f te r  last sonar read- 
.... 
.... -- ..-........ . . ing used for th is .  estimate.)).. _ _ - _  -_-.-.. .--c.-..--.----.-..- 
INTER/RED+DD4/=15 
- -- - - - 
- I F  YOU TRAVEL A T  +0015- KNOTS, 
INTERCEPTION I N  + 0 0 0 4 .  MINUTES A T  1 0 2 1 4 5  CRSE=-0061,' 
SS: Requests interception course fo r  last estimate of DD 
sailing plan. 
. . 
ESTOP/KED+SON5/DDS - - . -- 
ALL -SENSOR READINGS TAKEN 
- .- . 
B A S E D  ON +0004. READINGS BETWEEN 101600 AND 101900 -. - 
OPPONENT GOING +0030. KNOTS ON COURSE +0060o 
.*-. . .  
SS: Gets l a t e s t  estimate of DD sai l ing plan. . (note: Sailing 
plan i s  correct but again DD changed sai l ing plan almost 
immediately a f te r  l a s t  sonar reading was taken -- a; 101950 DD went t o  a sai l ing plan of 20 Knots at 100 .) 
... -- ---- ... -. . . . .  
. -  ---- d_-.,__I___.I__~ . . . .  
. .---. .- . . 
.-. R A N G E / R E D + O W N / D D ~ / = ~ O ~ O / = ~ / = ~  . -- AT-TIME -=-- ----. 
K A N G E ~ ' - = ~ - + O ~ O ~ . ~ ~ O O O O  B E A R I N G - ~ = - ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ .  io2000 
.- . . 
RANGE = +0000.490000 BEARING = -0034. AT TIME .= 102200 
-- 
-.. RA~G€?=+0001 -540'000 BEARING= +0041. A T - T I M E . . .  102400 
RANG-E = +0003.000000 BEARING = +0050. AT T I M E  = 102600 
---.- - -- .- 
--.- -- _I-.I- R AN ~~7+j604~r49-(ja ~ o ~ ' - ~  E ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ G ~ = - + ~ o ~ ~  3 . AT T I M E r 102 866 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
............. ............ 
. - 
SS: Requests range estimates based on DDS over an 8 minute 
range t o  enable SS t o  f i r e  a t  the proper time. ( ~ o t e :  
change i n  sai l ing plan of DD makes these readings invalid.) 
- - - - - I- -- - _ I -._ _ ^  " __-__- 
USESN/RED+SONll+STEP/=5 
- - .- - SENSO& READINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE -INDICATED T I M E S  
SS: Requests 5 sonar readings be taken a t  . 3  minute intervals  
t o  establish exact position o-f. DD. 
. - - .- .- 
--- 
- - B A S E D  O N  +0005. READINGS BETWEEN 102052 AND 102204 
OPPONENT GOING +0020. KNOTS ON COURSE +0100. 
- .. 
- - 
SS: Obtains new sailing plan estimate. ( ~ o t e :  Is correct as 
given.). 
-. .....-...... .... 2 ...--.--..--..-.... ..---. - .... 
- INTER/RED+DD11/=45  . --  - - - -  - - 
I F  ' -YOU TRAVEL AT + 0 0 4 5 .  KNOTS-, 
I N T E R C E P T I O N  I N  +0003. M I N U T E S  AT 1 0 2 7 4 5  CRSE=+0094-. 
SS: Requests a torpedo interception course. (This statement was 
typed and run a f t e r  ESTOP which created DDl w a s  typed out. 
If t h i s  had been piggybacked with the ESTOP then SS would 
have gotten the DD since the ESTOP DDU. was executed before 
ESTOP  SUB^. The SS l o s t  about 2 minutes because of this.) 
Functions Used by the Referee 
-- R A N G E / K E D + O W N / S U B ~ / = ~ O ~ ~ / = ~ / J S  - - - - -- - - 
RANGE = + 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 1 0 3 0 0  BEARING = +Ol19. AT TIME = 102300 
- 
RANGE = + 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 1 0 0 0 0  BEARING = +0127. AT TIME =-102400 
---- 
RANGE-=~+0000.020000 B E A R I N G - = ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  AT -TIME = 102500 
- - - - -  
RANGE = +0000.020000 BEARING = +O132. AT TIME = 102600 
---- -- -- - R GEI+-OO~O ; 0 ~ O O - O ~ - - B & A R  i N G ~ + o - ~ ~ ~ ~ - A T - T  I M  €-=-I 0 2-7 00 
Referee: Requests distance between the true position of SS and 
the estimate of SS position used by DD when second request 
for torpedo course was made. The DD estimate is quite good. 
POS/SU06/=1023/=1024/=1025/=1026 - _  _-I-.-.- 
-- - -- - 
-. 
PLAYER TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE SPEED COURSE DEPTH - 
0 0 SO + - l o  2 3 00-+O 0 3 0.1 O-.--- 0 0 2 9.8 9-0-1 4,.9-0'12 1 . 22---+oo 00 , 
0080+ 102400 +0030o10 -0029.89 014.9 -0121a22 +OOOO. 
_ _  ___-I _.---..I_ ---- .--- - -
0-080+ 102500 +0030= 10 -0029.90 014.9 - 0 ~ ~ , - 2 2 7 d O 0 - 0 .  
0080+ 102600 +0030.10 -0029.90 014.9 -0121.22 +0000. . . -... - 
-.---- . . . - , .  . 
Referee: Requests position information of the estimated SS sailing 
plan which wa$ made by DD.  r rue position is requested 
later. ) 
_--1.__.--.11-- -- - - * 




~ ~ ~ G ~ ~ = ~ ~ + 0 0 1 1 . 8 7 0 0 0 0  -BEARING-= - +0043. AT-TIME--=--100000 --- 
RANGE = + 0 0 1 1 ~ 8 7 0 0 0 0  BEARING = +0044. AT TIME = 100100 
- -- - 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - = ~ - + Q O 1 1 ~ 8 7 0 0 0 0  BEARING-= +0046 . AT-TIME = 100200 
RANGE = +0011.840000 BEARING = +0047. AT TIME = 100300 
-dn N G E-=~+-o 0 1-1y4-9-00 0-OoB"EE~ R I N G ~ = ~ + Q ~ O ~ ~ ~ A ~ T I  M € 1 0  040 0 Referee : 
RANGE = +0010.930000 BEARING = +O048. AT TIME =- -100500 Requests true 
- R A N G E - = - - + ~ O O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O O ~ - B E A R I N G ~ = ~ + O ~ ~ ~ . A T ~ T I M E ~ =  100600 range and bear- 
- 
RANGE = +0009*550000 BEARING = +0046. AT TIME = 100700. i,g DD to 
--- 
RANGE-=-+0008.870000 BEARING-=--+~~~~. AT-TIHE-= 100800 SS for I minute 
RANGE = +0008.160000 BEARING = +O045.  46-o-- AT - TIME - -- = 100900 
-RRAAbJ G E-=-+-0 0-0 7,4-3 0 O-~O-B~EA R I N G-=- A T  T I M E ~ ~ O ~ O O O ~ ~ ~ ~  ,tart of the 
RANGE = + 0 0 0 6 ~ 7 1 0 0 0 0  BEARING = +O048. AT TIME = 101100 &,, (1000) to a 
-- 
- RANGE~=~+OOO~.OOOOOO - B E A R ~  NG-= +OO~O.-AT---TIME = -  101200 short time aiter 
- 
RANGE = +0005.260000 BEARING = +0051. A T  TIME = 101300 the games 
- 
R A N G E - = - + ~ o o o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o o o o ~ B E A R I N G ~ = ~ + o ~ ~ ~ ~ A T - T I M E ~ =  101400-(~~~ ~. a- 
RANGE = + 0 0 0 3 ~ 8 0 0 0 0 0  BEARING = +0053. AT TIME = 101500 1030 =&.tea out.' - -- 
R - A %  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 3 ~ 1 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 E ~ ~ R ~ ~ ~ G  = + 0 - 0 - 5 T A  T T I M E = 1 0 1 6 0 0- 
RAf4GE .; + 0 0 0 2 ~ 7 1 0 0 0 0  BEARING = "+0057. AT TIME = 101700 
-- 
- -- 
- RANGE--= +0002.370000 -BEARING-= +0061. AT-TIME - =  101800* 
RANGE = +0002.050000 BEARING = +0067. AT TIME = 101900 
-- 
- R A N G E - = ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - B E A R I N G  = +0076,---AT TIME =- 102000 . - 
RANGE = +00G1.020000 BEARING = +0076. A T  TIME 1 102100 
- ---- 
K K N  G€-=-GO 0 0 0: 4-8 0 0 0 0-0 E A R I N G-=TO-0 69 TA-T-T I N  E=-lo2 2 0 0 
RANGE = +0000.140000 BEARING = -0041. AT TIME 102300 
-- - - 
-RANGE = ~+0000.640500 BEARING = -0086. AT T I M E - =  102400-  ---- 
RANGE = +0001.180000 BEARING = -0091. AT T I M E a =  102500 
- -- 
-RANGE-=-+O001.73000O BEARING-=----OO93. AT TINEw=- 102600 - -- 
RANGE = +00020280000 BEARING = -0094. AT TIME = 102700 
- - 
-R-A N G E=cOOO 2";-8-3-0-0 0B-8% Ad1 N G-=TO 0 ~~~AT-T-I-M-E-=-~ 0 2-80 0 
RANGE = +0003.380000 BEARING = -0095. A T  TIME 102900 
. -a. --.--- ---- -- 
POS/WHITE+OWN/=0956/=0958/=lOOO/=IOO1/=lOO2/ 
- --A -------- 
~~1003/=1004/~1005/=1006/=1007/=1008/=1009/=1010~=~011~ 
=1012/=1013/=1014/=1015~=1016/=1017/=1018 - - -- 
- -- - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - 
PLAYER T I M E  LATITUDE LONGITUDE SPEEO COURSE DEPTH 
T H ~ E - T - ~ - M - E ~ o - ( ~ ~ T ~ ~ , o  C-c URS-BE Fb R ETHEGAM E-S~GAN 
- - -- -- - ---- 
- 
WHITE 095800 +0030-00 -0030.00 OlO*O -0045.00 +0000o 
WHI T E - 1 0 0 0 0 0 - + o o ~ o . o o ~ - o o ~ o . o ~ ~ -  0 1 0 . 0 ~ 0 0 4 5 . 0 0 ~ ~ + 0 0 0 0 . ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ :  Gets 
WHITE 100100 +O030.01 -0030.01 0 10.0 -0045-00 +0030. Wsition in- 
-- W H ~  TE----100200- +0030.01---0030.01- - 0  10.0 -0045.00 -+0000. formation 
WHITE 100300 +0030m01 -0030.01 020.0 
- 
TURN +0000, for DD for 
w H I T E-10 o 4 o O-+OO f 0;-02- o o 3 o .-0-1-0-2 03 TURN-+oooo. times be- 
-- 
WHITE 100500 +0030.02 -0030.01 030.0 +0055.00 +OOOO. tween 0956 
~~1~~~--100600--+0030.03--~-0030.00~030.0+0055.00~-+0000. and 101.8. 
--- 
WH1 TE 100700 +O030.03 -0029.99 030.0 +0055.00 +0000 .  (Later ti-6 
WH I ~ ~ E - 1 0 0 8 0 0 ~ + O O 3 0 ~ 0 4 - - O O 2 9 ~  98-O30*0- - TURN-+0000. next page*) 
WHITE 100900 +0030*04 -0029.98 030.0 +0028*00 +0000o 
-id H KT E-1-0 1-00 0-60'3 070 5pz000 2 9 .-9 8 - 0 - 3 b ~ - 0 ~ 0  0 2 8:-0 0-+ 0 0 0 0-. - 
WHITE 101100 +0030.06 -0029.97 030 -0  +0028.00 +0000. 
- WH I T E 1 0 1 2 0 0 ~ + 0 0 3 0 . 0 7 - - 0 0 2 9 ~ 9 7 ~ 0 3 0 ~ 0 ~ + 0 0 4 2 ~ . 0 0 ~ ~ + 0 0 0 0 .  
WHITE 101300 +0030*07 -0029.96 030.0 +0042e00 +0000e 
-HH I - T f T - ' I O  1400-+DO-30- 08--0029 9 5 0  30 :O-+0042 000-+0000. 
WHITE 101500 +0030.08 -0029095 030.0 +0042.00 +0000. 
w ~ ~ ~ 0 1 6 0 0 0 3  0TO9--0 0 2 9-.-94-030~~-0~0'0 6-0-i-0 0--+00 0 0. 
WHITE 101700 +0030o09 -0029.93 030.0 +0060*00 +0000. 
--WH ~ ~ T ~ 0 1 8 0 0 ~ + 0 0 3 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ - - 0 0 2 9 ~  92 -030~ 0~~+0060~~00~+~0000. 
--------- - * -  --- d 
. -. - *. . -- . -. --- __I_-- s - - -- 
- - 
~0~/~~~+0~~/=0956/=0958/=1000/=1001/=1 00 _____ -- 
= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / = ~ 0 ~ ~ / = ~ ~ 0 5 / = ~ 0 0 6 / = 1 0 0 7 / = 1 0 0 8 / = 1 0 0 9 / = ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ /  
=~0~2/=1013/=1014/=10I5 /=1016/=1017/=1018  
t - - -- -- -- - - .- - -- -- - - - -  - 
PLAYER TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE SPEED COURSE DEPTH 
- T  H-E--T-I M E 0 9 5 6 0 0 -0 c CU-R S-B-EF o R E --T H E-G-A ME ' ~ E G - A  N -- 
I OORED 095800 +0030.15 -0029.85 005.0 +0135.00 +0100. 
-- 
-+-- 
0 O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 0 0 ~ + 0 0 3 0 ~ 1 5 - - ~ 0 0 2 9 ~ 8 5 ~ - 0 0 5 ~ 0 ~ - - + 0 1 3 5 . 0 0  + 0 1 0 0 . ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ :  ~ e t s  
-- OORED 100100 +0033.15 -0029.85 005.0 +0135.00 +0100. true p s i -  0 0 K E D ~ C 0 0 2 0 0 + 0 0 3 0 ~  15---0029.85-005~0~+0135.00-+0100e tion of SS 
OORED 100300 +0030.14 -0029.84 010.0 TURN+O1OOA for same 
- Q O R - E D ~ ~ O - O  40 ol+o o 3 o ~ - i 4 ~ d 0 ~ 9 ~ 8 5 ~ 0 ~ i o T o   URN +0100. t*s 
-- OORED 100500 +0030. 1 4  -0029085 015.0 -0093.00 +OIOOO. above. - 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 1 0 0 6 0 0 - - ~ + 0 0 3 0 .  14--0029.85-015.0---0093.00~~+0100~ 
OORED 100700 +0030. 14  - -0029.86 015.0 -0093.00. +0100o - _ 
- - - 0 0 R E D ' l 0 0 8 0 0 ~ + 0 0 3 0 .  1 4  - 0 0 2 9 ~ 8 6 ~ ~ 0 1 5 . 0 - ~ 0 0 9 3 . 0 0 ~ + 0 1 0 0 .  
OORED 100900 +0030-14 -0029087 015.0 -0141.00 +0100. 
o o R E D-IO-~O~O 0-+o-o 3 07i4---0 o 2 9 ~ 8 ~ 7 0 - ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ o 1 4 i - . ~ o 0 ~ + o  1 o 0. 
OORED 101100 +0030-13 -0029.07 - - 015o0 -0141.00 +01000 - - 
-- OORED--101200 +0030. 13 "--0029.88 015.0 -0141.00 +0100. 
OORED 101300 +0030.13 -0029088 - 0 1 5 - 0  -0141.00 +OlOOo - - 
---0ORED--101400- +0030.12 -0029.88 015.0 - -0141.00-+0100. 
- -  - - 
OORED 101500 +0030-12 -0029.89 015.0 -0095.00 +0100o 
-OD-R E-D-~*O-E~-O-O-~O o30;-12~0-0 2 g:a9-0i5: TTJ RN-<o i 0-0; 
OORED 101700 +0030- 12 -0029.89 015.0 - -  +0110o00 +0100o _ _ _ _  
00RED- - -101800--  +OO30.12 -0029.88--015.0 +0110.00-+~ loo .  
PLAYER TIME - - - . LATITUDE - . -. - .- LONGITUDE -~.- SPEED -. -... COURSE .DEPTH 
-. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 0 ' 1 9 0 0  + 0 0 3 0 1 0 ~ - 0 0 2 9 0 9 1  03000 +0060000 +00'00. 
WHITE 102000 +0030o10 -0029091 025.0 TURN 
~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 0 2 1 0 0 ~ + 0 0 3 0 ~  1 0 ~ - - 0 0 2 9 ~ 9 0 - 0 2 0 0 ~ ~  + 0 l 0 0 ~ 0 0 -  
WHITE 102200 +0030o10 -0029089 02000 +0100o00 
- ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ - - - l 3 2 3 0 0 - - + 0 0 3 0 ~  1 0 -  - 0 0 2 9 0 8 9 ~ ~ ~ - ~ 0 2 0 ~ ~ ~ - ~ - + ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0  
WHITE 102400 +0030o 10 -0029.88 02000 + 0 1 0 0 ~ 0 0  
-w H I-T ~ ~ i d ~ ! ? i o o ~ i o - 0 3  0;-i0zo o 2 9i-8-7-0-20Tb7 o i d 0. o O- 
WHITE 102600 +0030o10 -0029.87 02000 +0100o00 
WH I TI?---- ~ o ~ ~ o O ~ ~ ~ + O O ~ O ~  1 0 - ~ ~ - 0 0 2 9 ~ 8 6 ~ 2 0 ~ 0 ~ - - ~  +OlOO.OO 
WHITE 102800 +0030o10 -0029.85 02000 +0100o00 
~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ - - 1 0 2 9 0 0 ~ - ~ + 0 0 3 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ - - 0 0 2 9 ~ 8 5 - - 0 2 0 ~ 0 - ~  +0100.00 
+oooo. - 
+0000, Referee: Gets 
+OOOooA true posi- 
+0000, tion of DD 
+000~.- for times 
- - 
+0000. seater  
+oooo.- than 1018. 
+0000.  o or earli- 
+0000,_ er times 
+00 0, seepre- 
WHITE 103000 +0030010 -0029.84 0 2 0 0 0  +0100.00 +0000. ceding 
- ~ H 1 ~ ~ € ~ 1 ~ 3 i - 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 3 d ~ 1 0 - - 0 0 ~ 2 9 ~ . ~ 8 ~ 4 ~ 0 2 0 . ~ 0 ~ + 0 ~ 0 0 ~ , ~ 0 0 ' - + 0 ~ d 7 -  page.) 
3HITE 103200 +DO30009 -0029.83 02000 +0100o00 +0000o - - 
'EJH 1 ~ T E ~ 1 0 3 4 0 0 ~ + 0 0 3 ~ 0 ~  0 9 - 0 0 2 9 . 8 2 - 0  2 0 . ~ 0 + 0 1 0 0  .00-+0000~ 
WHITE 103600 +0030o 09 -00290 80 02000 +0100-00 +0000. 
NH I T E ~ 1 0 3 8 0 O - + O 0 3 0 0  0 9 ~ - - 0 0 2 9 ~ 7 9 - - ~ 2 0 ~ 0 ~ + 0 1 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ + 0 0 0 0 ~ ~  
PLAYER TIME LATITUDE - -  --- LONGITUDE SPEED COURSE DEPTH 
-0 0 XE 0 - 1 0 1 ' 9 ~ 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 0  3 0.1 1 - 002 9T8-8-0°i5?3 + 0 iIIo~doo+oio 0.  
OORED 102000 +0030.11 -0029.88 0 1 5 0 0  TURN +01000 Referee: Gets 
0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - 1 0 2 1 0 0 ~ ~ 0 0 3 0 ~  1 1 - - 0 0 2 9 ~ 8 8 - 0 1 5 - ~ ~ 0 1 2 0 ~ 0 0 ~ ~ + 0 1 0 0 ~  true posi- 
OORED 102200 +0030.11 -0029.88 015.0 -0120000 +010O0 tion of SS 
- O O R E D ~ 0 2 3 0 0 ~ + O 0 3 0 0  10 - - 0 0 2 9 ~ 8 9 ~ 0  1 5 ~ ~ 0 ~ - 0 1 2 0 ~ 0 0 - + 0 1 0 0 ~  for same 
OORED 102400 +00300 10  -0029089 015.0 -0120000 +0100. times as 
--  - - ----- - 
-0 0 RE ~ ~ i 0 - 2  5-0 0 - - 0 ~ 0 ~ 3 ~ 0 - . - i 0 ~ ~ 0  29, 0 0 1 5 - 0  - 0 12 0-LO 0-+ 010 0-; above. 
OORED 102600 +0030.10 -0029090 015.0 -0120000 +0100m -- - 
~ 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 0 2 7 0 0 - ~ + 0 0 3 0 ~ ~ 1 0 ~ - 0 0 2 9 ~ 9 0 b  1 5 * ~ 0 ~ - 1 2 0 ~ 0 0 ~ + 0 1 0 0 ~  
OORED 102800 +0030m09 -0029091 01500 -0120*00 +0100m - - 
- 0 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 1 0 2 9 0 0 ~ + 0 0 3 0 ~  0 9 ~ - 0 0 2 9 0 9 1 ~ - 0  ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ - O ~ ~ O ~ O O ~ + O ~ O O ~  
OORED 103000 +0030.09 -0029.92 01500 -0120.00 +OlOOo 
- 0 0-R E-0-f 0-3 i-0 0 7 0  03-0 LG9-:0 0 2-9T9 2°0015~-0~001  2 0; 0 0-+ 0 1 0 0. 
OORED 103200 +0030o09 -0029093 01500  -0120000 +OlOO- - -- 
~ ~ O O R E 0 1 0 3 4 0 0 ~ + 0 0 3 0 o 0 8 - - - 0 0 2 9 ~ 9 3 - - 0  1 5 ~ 0 ~ - 0 1 2 0 ~ 0 0 ~ ~ + 0 1 0 0 ~  
OORED 103600 +0030008 -0029.94 01500 -0120000 +0100o 
~~RED"--103800--+0030o 0 7 ~ - 0 0 2 9 ~ 9 5 ~ 0 1 5 ~ 0 - - ~ 0 1 2 0 ~ 0 0  +01000 
OORED 104000 +0030007 -0029.96 015,O -0120,00 +0100, 
.- 0 0 R-ED-10-4 2-0 Ow+ 0'0 3 070 7-zo 0-2-9-,-9 ?700ij-~-ooLo i23Too-+ 0 1 00; 
OORED 104400 +0030o 06 -0029098 01500 -0120.00 +0100. 
- - . .  - -  -- 
3.3 Game Three 
In  the th i rd  game. a CVS attempts t o  maintain a course of 0' i n  
order t o  reach its destination but upon detecting a submarine, is forced 
t o  increase its speed and t o  change course. 
Figure 3.6 shows the  maneuvers made by the CVS. By 08: 30 the CW has 
successfliQy evaded the submarine and can return towards i t s  i n i t i a l  destination. 
Figure 3.7 shows tha t  the range between the two ships i s  always greater 
than three miles (torpedo range i s  2.25 miles) and actually remains fa i r ly  
constant a t  about three t o  four miles a f te r  08:10. 
An annotated l i s t i ng  of t h i s  game is  now given. 
Functions 
lkitial Positions and Sailing Plan of Both Players 
Commands and Queries Made By the CVS Captain 
Cammands and Queries Made By the SS Captain 







I n i t i a l  Positions and Sailing Plans of Both Players 
INTLZ 
-- - - - - - - -- -
I ~ T L Z  WAS ENTERED 
I n i t i a l i z e s  game. 
--. . ---- .... -- . ......... - ..----, - - - . -- 
STAiZT/RED+Oh'N/=30.12/=-30.02/WHITE+OWN/=30/=-30 -- 
INITIAL POSITION HAS BEEN STORED FOR TI%€ = 0-8-60-15 
Sets i n i t i a l  position of both ships 
s u u i n e  30~12 N 9 .02% 
Carrier 30 N 30' W 
-- .- -.-. .... - . . .
THE SAILING P L A N  HAS B E E N  STARTED T I M E =  080025 
-- - 
I n i t i a l  sai l ing plan of SU~(SS) star ted 
Speed Course - Depth Duration 





I n i t i a l  sa i l ing  plan of car r ier  ( CVS) s tar ted 
Speed Course Duration 
15 Knots 7 Not Specified - 
. . . . . . . . . . .  - ......... - 
Caarmsnds and Queries Wde by the CVS Captain 
CVS: Take sonar readings a t  lminute  intervals 
starting inrmediately . 
- - - - .  - - 
. * 
USESN/WHITE+ACT2/=0804/=0805/=0806/=0807 
- ------- ---------- - - ---- 
- SENSOR R ~ A U I N G S  WILL B E  TAKEN AT THE INDICATED TIMES 
CVS: Take sonar readings between 0804 and 0807 
at  indicated times. 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  .*- 
-- ' 
- - 
-.------ ....-. . .  . _ -  ... 
CVS: Requests that  sonar readings be taken during 
interval 0808 t o  0811. 
. - _ _  - - 
-- - 
- - 
USESN/WHITE+ACT4/=0812/=0813/=3814/=0815 - - 
S E N S O R  REAOINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE INDICKT%D TIMES 
CVS: Requests more advance sonar readings. 
. . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  




CVS: Requests more advance sonar readings for  
- .. 
times between 0816 and 0819. 
." - . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . -. . - .  . 
. - 
USESN/WHITE+ACT6/=0820/=0821/=0822/=0823 
- -  --------- -- -- 
S E ~ S O R  READINGS WILL BE T A K E N  AT THE-INDICATED T I M E S  
_ --- 
CVS: Requests more advance sonar readings. 
--- ESTOP/ACTl/SUBI 
1 N c 0 M P ~ ~ E ~ ~ E ~ s ~ E ~ \ ~ ~ s o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ G ~ ~ ~ T - A ~ ~ N  
- 
-- BASED ON +3003. R E A D I N G S  BETWEEN 080039 AND 0 8 0 2 3 9 .  
0 pP ~ N E  N~--GO IN G+-0-0 65\-~ ! ' J~T  s--oF-c~U~S ~ 7 0 08 5 .
CVS: F i r s t  estimate of SS course and speed based on 
SONAR i t e m  ACT1 (previously requested) and creates 
an estimated sailing plan (SLTB~). ( ~ o t e :  Estimate 
i s  correct as given.) 
UP I I ~ ~ T / S U B L / = ~ S  
- -. - -. 
I.F I VAC.'T.KA.";cLS-- ....... +39:5* KNOTS, 
INTERCEPTION I N  + 0 3 1 3 .  M I ~ U T E S  AT .. 0 8 1 6 3 7  CKSE=+0166 .  ... 
...... 
.............................. 
CVS: If CVS continues on present sai l ing plan the SS can 
intercept a t  081637 i f  SS changes t o  the indicated 
speed, course. ( ~ a s e d  on estimated sai l ing plan SUB1.) 
-- --  -- . 
- - .- 
RANGE/WHITE+ONN/SUSl - . - -- - 
RANGE = + O O O ~ , ~ ~ - ~ ~ O - - ~ - € A R I N G  = -0006. AT T I M E  = 080345 
CVS: Based on ESTO item SlTBl the present range and bearing 
. ,  from CVS to SS i s  a s  given. 
SETSP/WHITE+OWN/=25/=-45 
.-- - 
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HA=€~-STARTED T I M E =  0 8 0 4 5 4  
CVS: Sets new sailing plan t o  evade SS by passing behind 
SS, based on results  of (PINT and range on ESTO item 
m1. 
ESTUP/ACT2/SU82 
- -- - - - .- - --- - --- -- - 
INCOMPLETE SENSOR K E A O I  NGS TAKEN 
BASED ON +0003. READINGS BETWEEN . -- - - - 080400 - - AND - 0 8 0 6 0 0  - - -
O - P P ~ - ~ E  QT-G 0 I fi G-T% O-~-.--KN%T-S-~~~ C 0 U R S E + 01 b 9 , 
CVS: Based on l a t e r  sonar readings a new estimate of course 
.and speed of SS i s  given. ( ~ o t e :  SS i s  in a turn from 
85' t o  180°.) 
- -- --. 
. - 
RANGE/WHITE+OWh/SUBZ 
- --- - - --- - - 
-- - 
RANGE = + 0 0 0 5 . 6 8 0 5 0 0  BEARING = -0004. AT T I M E  = 080614 
CVS: Based on second estimate of SS course an8 speed (SUB2) 
the present range and.bearing are as  given. 
. .  .- .  
CVS: Due t o  change i n  CVS sailing plan the SS i s  unable t o  
intercept a t  its max. speed of 15 Knots. 
---- 
,...*. - -- 
SETSP/WHITE+OWi\l/=3GL=---60- - 
-  - --- - . - -- - - --- - - 
THE S A I L I d G  PLAN HAS B E E N  S T A R T E D  T I M E =  080811 
CVS: Comes t o  full speed and turns l e f t  15' as a response to 
a change i n  estimated SS sailing plan. - --- 
ESTOP/ACT3/SUU3 * NconpiiiE.'-sE Ns rj.k-R-E. ,,.l.GS--m.EN . , . --- - -.. - -- 
B A S E D  ON +OSL)2. READINGS BETWEEN. 080600 A N D  080900 
... . 
. - - . .. -. -. . -. - - - -- . . - . - -- .- - 
. - 
O P ~ P U N ' E ~ \ ~ ~ - ~ U ~ - N G - + ~ ~ ~ - - K N U T S  ON COURS'E +0180. ~, 
CVS: Gets estimate of SS sailing plan based on th i rd  s e t  of 
sonar readings. ( ~ o t e :  SS i s  on course and speed 
indicated. ) 
. -. - 
CVS: Gets estimate of current range and bear ingto  SS. 
CVS: 'Finds tha t  SS s t i l l  i s  unable t o  intercept. 
- -  - - - . %  *-------- - . - -- -r--- 
- - -. . .. . -.. .. 
CVS: Turns 20' t o  the l e f t  t o  increase range. 
-- 
BASED ON + 0 0 0 2 .  R E A D I N G S  BETWEEiJ 081200 AND 081300 
O - ~ O ~ E - N T ~ O  I N G - -+ 0 O i5 . -K N 0 T S-ON-CO-u R S 1 0 0. 
-- 
CVS: Obtains fourth estimate o f  ss sailsing plan. (Note: 
SS has noted CVS evasion and turned west at  maximum 
speed i n  an attempt t o  intercept.) 
- - --- - - - -  _ - .- L ___L I--- _____. 
. . .- .- . -. - - -- 
RANGE = +0004~003000 B E A R I N G  = +0027. A T  TfHE = 081357 
CVS: Gets current estimated range. 
SETSP/  WHITE+UWY/=30/=-70 
_ _ -__-_ _--- -_I-- - 
THE SAILING PLAN HAS BEEN S T A R T E D  T I M E -  0 8 1 4 0 3  
CVS: Changes course 10' t o  right since SS range and bearing 
estimates indicate evasion plan i s  proceeding sat isfactori ly 
and a return t o  original sai l ing plan can be started. 
USESN/WHTTE+ACT?+STEP/=o.4/=4 
_.- _-------I - -  _.- - 
---- I----- - ---- -  -- -_ SENSOR R E A D I N G S  WILL Di TAKEN AT THE INDICAT-ED T I R E S  
CVS: Requests sonas readings be taken. 
E S T O P / A C T 7 / S U 8 7  
.--.----- 
ALL SENSOR READINGS TAKEN 
BASED .. ON +0004* ... -. KEADINGS ... BETWEEN 081549 AND . 081701 --- -... OPPONENT G O I N G  +0015. KNOTS ON' COURSE -01100 
- . . . .  . . .  
. -*< 
. . . . .  .- -. 
CWS: Obtains fifth estimate of SS sailing plan. 




R A N G E  = +0003.820000 B E A R I N G  = +0044. .AT T I M E  * 081731 
CVS: Notes estimated bearing continues t o  increase sati~faetorily 
and t h a t  range i s  re la t ive ly  constant. 
_ --_ - . - ---7- . .  - - A .  . 
-- 
-- ESTOP/PCT5/SU85 -- 
ALL SENSOR R E A D I N G S  T A K E N  
. - -  
BASED O h  +0004o READINGS BETWEEN -- 081600 A N D  -- 081900 
O P P ~ E ~ T - G ~ O I ~ G - + ~ O ~ ~ ~ K ~ O T S  ON COURSE -0110. 
CVS: Obtains s ixth estimate of SS sailing plan. 
 NO^: Estimate i s  same as fifth.) 
. - 
- - 
__"_ __ L A-- * - WC%- =_3^ -_L- - --- - -. -r-: F T -- 
RANGE/WHITE+OWN/SUBS 
--------.- ---- -- .- 
R A N G E  = +0003.850000 B E A R I N G  = +0055. AT T I M E  = 08r932. 
CVS: Obtains current range. 
- ‘ . . .  . ..--- ...-. * -,-- .... 




THE SAITING~P-LAN HAS?~-EEN STARTED T I M E =  081937 
. CVS: Due t o  continued bearing increase CVS s e t s  a more 
northerly sa i l ing  plan. 
.--- --- 
................ - ---- -4.. 
-  - ---- --- 
E S T O P / A C T 6 / S U B 6  ----- - - 
I NC~MPLET-E--SENSOR-REAUI K G S - ~ ~ A K E Y  
BASED ON +0003. R E A D I N G S  BETWEEN 082000 AND- 0822*0- __ 
- - - 
OPPONENT-G~OING-~-OO 15 ; - K N - o T s - o ~ ~ u R - s E - ~ ~ - ~ ~ .  
CVS: Gets seventh estimate of SS sa i l ing  plan. ( ~ o t e :  
SS is caught i n  turn fram - l l O  to -100.) 
, - .  -- --- * 
CVS: Gets current rage estiuate.. -- 
__--  
- -- - -. - - - ---- 
SETSP/kHITE+OWN/=30/=-25 
- - - - .---- - ---- 
THE SAILING PLAN HAS B E E N  STARTED TI== 082302 
- 
CVS: Rvns 25' f'urther north since SS i s  nearly direct ly eaet 
of CVS. 
USESN/WHITE+ACTB+STEP/=Orn4/=4 
--2 --- - -  ---------.- ----- 
SENSOK REAOINGS WILL RE TAKEN AT THE INDICATE0 TINES 
CVS: Gets another set o f  sonar readings at .4 e t e  ia tervsle  
starting immediately. 
. .. ~-. BASED - .--  -. -. . . ON .. - +OOO6. . . . . HEADINGS - . . - 8ETWEEN . - 082438  ---.---- AND 082550 
OPPONENT GOING +0033. KNOTS ON COURSE -0079. 
CVS: Gets new estimate of .SS sailing plan. ( ~ o t e :  SS 
is  turning while sonar re-8 were made -- true 
speed i s  15 ~nots . )  
-- 
CVS: Gets the ninth set of sonar readirrgo 
. --- 
- - 
-. - -- 
-.  .. RANGE/WHITE+OWN/SUR8 
RANGE = +fi03.966000 B E A R I N G  = +0103. AT T I M E  = 08-2659 
. . . .. .. . . .. : - 




SETSP/WHI  TE+OWN/=30/=-10 
_- - .  _ _ _ _ _  _ _______.___ -__-- 
-- 
THE SAILING PLAN HAS B E E N  STARTED T I M E =  082719 . .... . 
SETSP/WHITE+OWN/=25/=30/=15/=20/-5/=5/=10/=20/=0 
-----.- -- - - -- --.------ 
THE SAILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED T I M E =  082918 
CVS: Has evaded SS so new sailing plan is set to attain original 
objective. bate that SS speed is reduced to 25 Knots for 
next 15 minutes.) 
------ - -- L 
----- --.--- *.- 
ESTOP/ACT9/SUi39 
--- - 
ALL SENSOX READINGSTAKEN 
BASED O N ' + 0 0 0 4 .  READINGS BETWEEN 0 8 2 7 0 5  AND 082817 
0-? P ~ N E N T o O ~ N G + P ~ - ~ ~ , K N O T ~ ~ ~ ~ R ~ % ~ & ~  0 . 
CVS: Makg ninth estimate of sailing plan. ' (~ofe: SS went to 
-70 at 0829 &"to -30 at 0830.) 
. . . . . . . .  . . & - -  - 
RANGE/WHITE+OWN/SUH9 
RANGE = + 0 0 ~ 3 . 5 9 0 0 0 ~ ~ f A ~ 1 ~ ~  = +0133. AT TIME = 083056 
..--. 4 -..--7-- - - - "  . .  
CVS; Range and bearing indicate successAil evasion. 
C-ds and Queries ~%de by the SS Captain 
- - 
? 
- - - - . .--- - - .  
SS: Take 4 sonar readings at 1 minute intervals start ing 
immediately. 
- - -- . - - -- -- - 
ESTOP/RED+SONL/CARl  
__ _ _ _ _--- 
-- 
I N C O M P L E T E  SENSOR R E A D I N G S  TAKEN 
-. 
BASED ON +0002. R E A D I N G S  R E T W E E N . 0 8 0 0 5 3  - - - -. AND - -.- - 0 8 0 1 5 3  - 
0 P-P~ON-E~T~GQ~II~G~+-OO 1-5:-~fim S  0 N C 0 U R S  E - 0 0 0 0 . 
SS: F i r s t  estimate of CVS course and speed baseu on SONAR 
i t e m  SONl (previously requested) and creates an estimated 
sailing plan (w) . ( ~ o t e :  CVS sailing plan is  as given.) 
-- -- -- - - - . - 
----- - < ?-. 
/ 
I N T ~ R / R E D + C A R ~ / = ~  
I-F-Y~U TRAVEL  AT +0002. KNOTS,  
- 
I N T E R C E P T I O N  I N  +0024. M I N U T E S  AT 0 8 2 7 5 7  C K S E = + 0 1 1 4 .  
SS: SS requests intercept course based on an SS speed of 2 
mots, i f  CVS remains on course and speed given i n  ESP0 
- --- - -- - - 
i t e m  CAR.. 
-+ - - - 
- _- _-__-- 
RANGE/RED+OWN/CAR1 
RANGE = +0006.290000 ~ % K I N G  = + 0 1 7 3 .  AT TIME = 080411 
SS: Based on ESTO i t e m  CARl the present range and bearing from 
SS t o  CVS is as  given. 
S E T S P / R E D + O W N / = 5 / = 1 8 0 / = 1 0 0  __ ___- 
THE S A I L I N G  P L A N . H A S  BEEN STARTED T I M E =  0 8 0 5 1 8  
SS: Sets new sailing plan t o  intercept CVS, based on RANGE and 
INTER on ESTO i t e m  CARl. 
USESN/RED+SOAZ l + S T E P / = . 4 / = 3  
SENSOR R E A D I N G S  W i L L  i3E TAKEN AT THE I N D I C A T E D  T I M E S  
SS: Requests 3 somu readings to be taken a t  .4 minute intervals 
-- .-- starting- -immediately_._ ---- - - - - 
- 
E S T G P / R E D + S O N Z L / C A R Z I  
AL L s E N s Urc-x-~T 0-I-ITG-S-T~KE~ 
BASED ON +0003. R E A U I Y G S  BETWEEN 0 8 0 5 2 4  AND 0 8 0 6 1 2 1  - 
0 PP-ON . .  -ENT-G ... ~ G - G ~ O  b 2 2: -~ - f i  6T s ~ ~ - C O U  K S  ~---039 . 
-SS: SS detects course and speed change of CVS using second se t  
of sonar readings. (gote: CVS is cnauging from 15 Knots a t  
0' t o  25 Knots a t  -45 . This change was in i t ia ted a t  0805 .) 
R A N G E / R E D + O H N / C A R 2 1  -- 
-- R A N G E  = + O ~ O ~ - ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ B ~ ~ I N G  = , -0179. AT T I M E  = 080741 
SS: Estimates current range and bearing based on second 
se t  of sonar readings. 
- -- . . . . . . .  - . - -  
--. 
INTER/RED+CAR21/=5 -- 
NO ~ ~ ~ - S T E L E  INTE~CEPTIOKTT THIS SPEED. 
SS: Using second estimate of CVS arid an SS speed of 5 Knots, 




SENSOR REAOINGS W I L L  BE T A K E N  A T  T H E  INDICATED TIMES 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. ..-. . - . . . .  . . 
. . - - .- - .. -. . . . . . .  .-- 
SS: Requests th i rd  se t  of s o w  readings. 
L 4 i  . . . . . . . .  --_- 
SS: Sets new sai l ing plan based on l a t e s t  estimate of 
beasing and CVS sailing plan. 




ALL S ~ ~ E ~ N G S  T A K E N  
BASED OW +0303. READINGS BETWEEN 080756 A N D  080844 
_ _ 
-- 
OPPONENT G O I N G  +0027-i(mTTS ON COUISE -0053. 
SS: Gets th i rd  estimate of CVS sailing plan. ( ~ o t e ~  
CVS changing sa&ling plan f r a  -1-25 Knots a t  -45 to 
- - -- 30 m o t s  a t  -60 - .  start ing a t  0808.) 
-- -A- -_ 
R A N G E / K E D + O W N / C A R Z 2  
-- R A ~ E  = + O O ~ ~ ~ O ~ O ~ U E A R I N G  = -0166. AT T I M E  = 081039 
SS: Gets estimate of current range and bearing t o  CVS 
based on estimated sai l ing plan CgAR22. 
-- - - 
USESN/KZD+SON23+STEP/=.4/=3 - 
- - ----- 
SENSOR READINGS W I L L  BE TEEN A T  T H E  INDICATED TIMES - 
SS: Requests fourth s e t  of sonar readings. 
- . . 
ESTUP/KEU+S0N2:3 /CAR23 
-  _ _ - _ _ .- - _ _ _-- _ __ __ 
A L L  SENSOK R E A D I N G S  TAKEN 
B A S E D  UW +0303. R E P D I I ~ G S  BE~WEEA 0 8 1 0 4 6  AND 081134 
0 - P - ~ o N E T Y ~ ~ G  oI-~UG-~ 0 O ~ O ~ . - ~ N O ~ S ~  ou~-sEo%-~ 4, 
- .  
SS: Gets fourth estimate of CVS sa i l ing  plan. 
--- 
RANGE/KED+OWN/CARZ3 
R A N G - E ~ o o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ - o - ~ E A R ~ N G  = -0156. A T  T I M E  0812%) 
SS* Obtains current estimate of range and bearing 
-. - .. . .  . - .....- -- 
I N T E R / R E D + C A R 2 3 / = 1 5  
NOPOSSIBLE IN'~E~Kc~E-F~IONT T H I S  SPEED. 
SS: Finds no interception with l a t e s t  estimate of CVS sa i l ing  
plan even a t  max. speed of 15 Knots. 
. -... .- - 
' 
USESN/ l lED+SON24+STEP/= .4 /=3  
- --.--.- 
SENSOR R E A D I N G S  W I L L  BE TAKEN A T  THE I N D I C A T E D  T I M E S  
SS: Requests the f i f t h  s e t  of sonar readings. 
. . .  
-.-------- 
.--- - .- *.-_- . . . .  . . . . . . -  
E S T U P / R E D + S U N 2 4 / C A R 2 4  
- -- 
ALL SENSOi3 R E A D I N G S  TAKEN 
BASED ON +OG03. R E A G I N G S  BETWEEN 0 5 1 2 5 6  AND 081344 
- - - 
OPPUNENT GOING +0030. KNOTS ON C O U K S E ~ O O - 8 0 .  
SS: Gets f i f t h  estimate of CVS sa i l ing  plan. 
( ~ o t e :  CVS course and speed correct a s  given, however, 
cvs went t o  -70' a t  0814.) 
... . .  ,--. -- --.- .. ..-w . 
RANGE/KED+OWN/CAR24 
RANGE = + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ R I N G  = -0146. A T  T I M E  = 081523 
SS: Obtains current range estimate. 





- __- . _ _ - _  
- 
SENSOR REA~~%G-S>XLL BE T - A K ~ T  THE I N D I C A T E D  T I M E S  
SS: Requests tha t  the s ix th  s e t  of sonar readings be taken. 
SETSP/REO+OWN/=l5/*-110/=100 
* - ---------- - ---  - -- 
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED ~ 1 ~ 6 0 8 - 1 5 4 2 '  
SS: Changes sailing plan t o  t r y  t o  close with CVS, based on 
previous range, bearing and estimated CVS sail ing plan. 
--. 
ESTUP/RED+SON25/CARZS 
ALL s$-%so>-RE~cs TAKEN 
-- - 
BASED ON + 0 0 0 3 .  REAOIWGS BETWEEN 0 8 1 5 2 9  AND 081617 
P P N G N G O ~ O K O S  ON C OUR S E - b 0 7 0 .  
SS: Notes that  CVS has made a turn towards north. 
 he carrier 
- - - - -  - - 




RANGE = +~003.81000.0 BEARING = -0131. AT T I M E  1 081812 
SS: Gets current range. 
- - 
USESN/KED+SON23+STEP/=.4/=3 
SENSOR READINGS WILL BE  KEN AT T H E ~ I C A T E D  T I M E S  
SS: Requests seventh se t  of sonar readings. 
ESTOP/RED+S0%26 /CAR26  
-- - -- -- -- -- 
ALL SENSOA READINGS TAKEN 
BASED ON +0003. READINGS BETWEEN 081818 AND 0 8 1 9 0 6  
- - --.- --- - --- - -- - - ----- 
OPPONENT G O I N G  + 0 0 3 0 .  KNOTS ON COURSE -0070. 
SS: The estimate using seventh se t  of sonar readlngs indicates 
t h a t  CVS has maintained the same sailing plan. ( ~ o t e :  CVS 
-- 
went to -509 a t  081937 .) 
--." . . .- 
R A N G E / R E D + O W N / C A R ~ ~ '  -. 
- RANGE = +0003.970000 BEARING = -0116. AT T I M E  = 082114 
SS: Requests current range estimate. 
--- 
.. - - 
USESN/RED+SON27+STEP/=.4 / -3  
--- SENSOR READINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT THE I N D I C A T E D  T I M E S  
SS: Requests eighth set of sonar readings. 
-- 
SETSP/RED+OdN/=lT/=-100/=100 
- -- - -  - - - 
THE S A I L ~ - % -  PLAN-H-AS ~ E E ? ~ - S T - ~ R T E D  T I H E =  08212-0 
SS: Having detected CVS cnange towards north, modifies its 
own sai l ing plan i n  hope of maintaining contact. 
- A  _ - _--._ -.--- - -- - - -- -. 
---. - - 
BASED ON +0003. READINGS BETWEEN 082041 AND 082129 
OP-P~ITE X F G 0  I-NTCO 0 S - ~ T - K ~ T  S-oXJJCOUR s E--O&~ 0. 
SS: Obtains eighth estimate of CVS sa i l ing  plan. (gate: CVS 
plan is a s  given u n t i l  0823 when it becows -25 .) 
- -- ' -- -- 
RANGE/RED+ONN/CARZ? 
-. 
R A N G E  = +0003.8~0003 BE A R I N G  = -0100. A T  T I M E  = 082338 
. 
. SS: Gets current range. Notes tha t  CVS w i l l  soon be to the  north. 
-- - --- - -- - 
SS: Gets another s e t  of sonar readings. 
--. --*- - 
SS: Changes sa i l ing  plan t o  head s l ight ly  north of west t o  
maintain contact with CVS. 





ALL S E N S O ~ ~ A D I N G S - ~ A ~ < E N  
B A S E 0  ON +0003e R E A D I N G S  BETWEEN 082345 AND 082433 
__  _ _. __ _. - _ _  __ __ - 
OPPONENT G O I N G  + 0 0 3 0 .  KhOTS ON C O U R S E ~ < O ~ ~ .  
SS: Obtains ninth estimate of CVS sa i l ing  plan. 
( ~ o t e :  Is  correct as  given.) 
- - -**  . ___. " . . - .- 
SS: Get current range. Note tha t  while range is lower than 
any previous estimate CVS i s  now s l ight ly  north of SS. 
. - - - . -  ' .  - - 
- - 
- --- U S E S N I R E Q t S U N 2 9 t  STEt'/sF3Jz3 - S E N S O R - ~ E A U I N G S - ~ ~ L L = ~ G E  T A K E N  A T  THE I N ~ I C A - T E ~ ~ ~ M ~ S -  
SS: Requests tenth se t  of sonar readings. 
-- B A S t D  06 +G003cRE44D!NGS BETWEEN 0 8 2 6 2 3  AND 0 8 2 7 1 1  -- 
OP P-&E NT-GO I N G + 0 5 30  .K h6-TSON~OURS ~ ~ 0 ~ 2 3 .  
SS: Gets new ESTOP. Note tha t  there i s  no change from the revious 2 estimate of CVS sa i l ing  plan. ( ~ o t e :  CVS went t o  -10 a t  
- 082719. ) -- 
-- 
AT T I M E  = 082847 
SS: Gets current range. Notes range increasing again and CVS 
-- 
further  north. 
. . . -, 
- . - - . . - - 
. . .. . . > > 
- - . . . - , . 
. -.-- .. - -- 
SS: Requests more sonar readings. 
..- 
. -- 
-. v - .- 
SETSP/KED+OWN/=15/=-70/=100 
--- 
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS P ~ S T A R T E D  T I M E =  0 8 2 9 0 6  
SS: Turns 10' fkr ther  north. 
- .. . 
SETSP/KED+OWN/=15/=-30/=100 
. . _ _ _ _ . I _ _ _ . _ _ - - - . . - _ _ I . _ _ . _ . _ _ .  - _  ____-.----.- 
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS B E E N  STARTED T I M E =  0 8 3 0 0 0  
+ 
SS: Turns 40' further north. Since CVS i s  so far t o  north and 0 
seems t o  be returning t o  0 course a s  a game s t a r t  SS decides 
-- -- 
t o  turn much more north. 
- 
ESTOP/RED+SON30/CAR33 - . - -- - - - 
ALL SENSOR READINGS TAKEN 
BASED ON +0003. -- READINGS -- BETWEEN - ' 0 8 2 8 5 2  AND 082940 
OPPONENT G O I N G  +0029 .  KNOTS ON COURSE -0005. - 
SS: Gets eleventh estimate of CV8 sai l ing plan. ( ~ g t e :  CVS 






RANGE = +0003.990i300 B ' E A R I N G  = - 0 0 4 6 ,  AT T I M E  = 083208 
SS: Notes range increasing further.  
- '(2 . 
Functions Used by Yne Referee 
RAtJGE = +OC106.580000 B t d X T N G  = -0007-  AT T I M E  = 0 8 0 3 0 4  C- i s  over. 
---.- ---.- - .. - -.--. ---- - ---- .. -. 
= +60'36.330300 BEARING = -0006, AT T I N E  = 080460 ~ h e  carrier 
2ANGE = +3GC)6.070303 R E A K I P Q G  = -00C6. A T  T I M E  = 080500- ha, evaded A & \iG = + - a  (JOfj; j 5-0ij-ob-x A ;\ l;-------- . - - . . . -- - - 
- -3004. A T  TI/", = 0 8 ~ 6 ~ 0  the sub, 
. RA!UGE = +0605.380000 DEART??G = -OO00. A T  TINE =-O-f-O70-0- Referee 
--. 
-. . -. -. - - - -- - . -- - . - - - - 
R.ANGE = + o ~ o ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ - H E A ~ ~ I N G  = +0002-  A T  T I M E  = O a O Y O O  obtains the 
RAhGE = . +0004.690030 . R E A R I N G  - - - - = +0007. AT T I M E  = 08090il  -, true range 
R A Y G E  = +0004.400000 AEARlNG = +0012* A T  T I M E  = OR1009 between 
- --- 
R A N G E  = +0004.163300 B E A R 1  UG = +3016. A T  T I M E  = O a f  100- players for  
-Rif?rG-E -- .- -- 
= + 0 ~ 0 4 ~ 4 0 ~ 3 - 0 ~ ~ ' t ~ ~ ~ i N ~ ~ + 5 0 1 9 .  A T  T I M E  = 08i2CO the e n t i r e  
R A A G E  = +0004.0i0300 B Z A i < I Y G  = +0023. - -- A T  -  TIME -- - - =-- 081 3C0 game. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 4 ~ ~ 3 0 ~ ( 3 ~ f ~ - ~ ~ ~ i ; f i ~ - ~ - + 6 3 2 7 .  AT T I M E  = 0 8 1 4 0 6  
RAxGE = +0003.949009 BEAKING = + 3 0 3 2 ,  AT T I M E  = 081533- 
- ---- --- - R A GE = + 0 9 O3T8-83O0-~h k I-~TG-=+~-o 3 6z-~f 7 I M E = 0 8 L 6 0 0 
RANGE = +0003.830000 B E A R i U G  = +0041, A T  T I N E  = 0817CI9 
-- - -- 
--- - a - -- -- - - - -  -- - - 
RA,vG~ = + O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - O G ~ O ~ - B E A R I ~ ~ S  = +3047. A T  TINE = 08180-0- 
RANGE = + 3 0 0 3 . 8 3 0 0 0 0  REARING = +0052. A T  T I E E  = 081953 
- -- 
. -- - - - - - - -- -- --- -- - - - 
RANCE=O~~~.R-~-~Z~~-~EAK~~G = +ij057. A T  TIHE = 082 '30-  
R A N G E  = +0303.770000 --- ----- REA2IYG - = +0064. AT T I M E  = 082100 
R A N G E  = +0003.750300 DEAAING = +0070. A T  T I M E  = 082230 
dANGE = +0003.750000 REARING = +0075. A T  T I X E  = 052300 
-- 
- - 
K A x G E  = +5303.700000 ~ E A R I  NGY-083. A T  T I M E  = 084i)0- 
-- 
2AhGf = +0003.640000 BEARING = +0090, A T  TIME = 052500 
~ ; ( A ~ ~ G E - + ~ ~ - @ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) B E A R I N G - = ~ ~ O O ~ ~ .  ATT- IM-o~~~c)~) - -  
RA:\!GE = +0003,680000 R E A R I ' V G  = + C I ! C 4 .  A T  ' T I M E  = Oi127.C)Q 
-- 
- --------- -- --- - 
KA:JGE = +3003.71a330 8irAdING = +J110, AT TIME = 08283-3- 
aAi<GE = +G003.750330 R E A R I N G  = +3118 .  A T  T I M E  = i)82333;9 R - A  li:G. €=='--- - - - -  - . . - -. - - -- 
+0003.710900 ~ E A T ~ I N G  = i 3 1 2 5 .  ~1--~-1M€-=-383633- 
-- 
RANGE = +0003.540000 B E A R I N G  = +0130. A T  T I M E  = OaSlOO 
. - - -. - -- - - -- R-AS-GE = +@003.390300 R E A R I N ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ . - - A T - T I ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ O P , ~ ~ C ~ ~ -  
R A N G E  = +0003,290633 B E A R I N G  = +GI420 A T  T I M E  = 083302 
--- - -. . -.- ---
&LNG-€ = +0003.210600 REARING = +0148, AT T I M E  = bt3.34~1-d- 
.-. 
R A N G E  = +0003,189050 REARING = +0154. A T  TIYE = 083590 
-.- - - - - - . -. 
K-A $; \;G E = + 0 (j 0 3 . 1 9 3 i) 0 0 B$-$ K i  Ti GG=.--+3-1-2;1 A T - ~ - I ~ - E ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ -  
R A N G E  = +0003.250000 B E A R I R G  = +0167. . -. - -A A T  - -T- T I M E  I-M - - = 083700 . 
ti A A G G--=-t-(jo-i) 3:-3-4-03 0.0-- i3 E A R I N ~-=-+0 1 7 4 , = ~fj3800-'-- 
RANGE = '+0003.460000 BEARIb!S = +OL79. AT T I M E  = 083903 
K * .  
- - - .- -. . -- - - - . .- - .. . . .
No = +0003.62r);500 B ~ A K I - P J G  = -3174. AT T I M E  = 084000- 
P L A Y E R  T I M E  
----.--- 
L A T I  TUOE L O N G I T U D E  SPEED COURSE D E P T H  
T H i T I l4 E O - ~ ~ O ~ ) ~ S ~ E - ~ ~ ~ - E - ~ ~ ~ A %  E B E  G AN The referee 
THE T I M E  075700 OCCURS BEFOYE THE G A M E  BEGAN 
-- also requests 
T H E T  I ~ - € ~ 6 7 - 5 % ~ - - 0  CCU~R~S~~~EFOKE-~~~E-GA ~ E A ? \ J  the positions 
Tt iE  T I M E  O R O O O O  OCCURS B E F O R E  THE G A M E  8EGAN o f  each ship 
-W% CT-E- o&cl% O F S O  3 0 ~ 0 ~ 3 - 0 3 0  ~ o - o - o - ~ ~  . 0 + 0 0 0 0 .0 0 + 0 0 0 0 . at selected 
- - - 
W H I T E  0802Q0 +0030.01 -0030.09 915.0 +OOGO.OO +OOOO. 
---- -- times. 
W H I T E  080330 +0033.01 -CT63KT00 0 15.0 +0000.00 +0000.-- 
W H I T E  0d0400 +0030o02 -3030.03 015.0 +0000.00 +0300. 
- - -  -- - -- -- - - -- 
-~~-f~~-08-05-00-+0030.02 -0030.00 020.0 TUKNTXO%~GT 
W H I T E  080600 +0039.02 -0030.03 025.0 -0045000 +0000. 
- - -- - -- - - -  - --  
-NH I-T F ~ G S O ~ ~ O G ~ + O  0 3 O 0 3 - 0330.0 1 02 5 O - 0 04 5-:00-+0 0 -007  
W H I T E  080800 +0033.03 -0030*C1 025.0 -0045o00 +0000. 
----- 
W H I T E 0 8 0 9 0 0 + 0 0 ~ ~ 4 ~ 0 ~ 3 ~ 0 > ~ ~ 0 .  0 - 0 0 6 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~  
W H I T E  081090 +0030*04 -0030.33 030.0 -0060.00 +0000. 
7- -  - - - - - - - - - -- - --- - - - 
hiHl-TE 081160 + 0 0 3 ~ .  ~ ~ 0 3 0 . 0 4  030.0 -0060.00 +OOi)O.  
W H I T E  081200 +0030.05 -0330.05 030.0 -0080.00 +0000. 
- -- - -- - -. -- - - . - --  - - -- - - - -- - - - - - --  - - -  
W H I T E  08 1300 +0039.05 -0030.06 030.0 -0080.00 +0000. 
W H I T E  081490 +0030. 05 -3030 .  07 030.0 -0080o00 +0000. 
--- -.- 
W H I T E  081500 +0030-06 -0330.08 030.0 -0070.00 +0000. 
W H I T E  081600 +0033.06 -0033.08 030.0 -0070,00 +ooi-~o- 
P L A Y E K  T I M E  
- ----- 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE S P E E D  COURSE DEPTH 
-----.-- 
THE T I M E  075500 OCCURS GEFORE THE G A M E  BEGAN 
THE T I M E  075700 OCCURS BEFOKE THE GAME BEGAN 
- .- - - - - -- - - - -- . - - - 
- 
T ~ E  TIME 075900 OCCURS BEFORE-THE-GTM"EXN 
- 
THE T I M E  08C000 OCCURS BEFOKE THE GAME BEGAN 
- . -- - - - - -- 
0 0 ~ ~ ~ - 0 8 0 1 0 0  + 0 3 3 0 . 1 2 ~ ~ 0 0 3 0 . 0 2  005.0 +0085.00 +0100. 
OOKED 080200 +0030.12 -0030.02 OG5.0 +0085.00 +0190. 
-. - -. --.--- --- ---- OORED 080300 +0330.12 -0030002 005.0 +0085.00 +0100. 
OOKED 080460 +0030*12 -0030.01 005.0 +0085.00 +0100. 
- - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - -- 0-OHEU 080500 +0030.12 -0030*0: 005.0 +0085.00 +0100. 
O O i t E D  080600 +0039- 12 -0030.01 005.0 
-- - - TURN +OlC)O. 
-0 0 ! 3 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 8 ~ 0 ~ 7 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 3  5 1 2 -  0 3  0 T l O 0 - ~ . - 0 T u ~  N--0  SO-.- 
OOREO 080800 +0030.12 -0330.01 005.0 +0180o00 +0100. 
- 
0 b ~ . b  080900 +0030.12 -5030 ,o l  005.0 + 0 1 8 0 . d G 0 1 0 0 .  
OORED 081000 +0030*11 -0039*01 015.0 -0100.00 +0100. 
- - 
OORE-D-OR~~OC~ +003'3.11 -0-53bTC2-o15.o - 0 i o ~ T o o ~ o i 0 ~ 0 ~  
- 
OOKED 081200 +3033.11 -0330-02 015.0 -0100.00 +010OZ 
- - --- 
0 0 x~~~ 8 1 3 0 0 0  3 0 . 1 1 - 0 0 3  0 - . - 0 ~ 3 T 5 7 0  - o-~.CO+O 10 0 . 
OOKED 981400 +0033.11 - 0 0 3 0 - 0 3  315.0 -0100.00 +0100. 
- --.----- --. -..- -------- 
0-ORE~) 081500 +0030.11 -0830o04 915.0 -0100.00 +0100. 
- OORED 081600 +0030.11 -0333004 - - --- 015.0 ---- -0110.00 --  - - +0100. 
O O R E - ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ + ~ O ~ ~ . ~ L  -0030.04 0 1 5 - 0  -0110.00~0~~00- . -  
OORED O B l B O O  +0030*11 -0030-05 015.0 -0110.00 +0100. 
- -- - - - - - - . - -- 
PLAYER TIME 
- --- LATI TUUE LONGITUDE S P E E D  COURSE DEPTH 
WHf TE 081700 +0030.06 -9030.09 930.0 -0070.00 +0000- -More 
WHITE o a l 8 o o  +3030.06 -0030.10 030.0 -0o7o.00 +OOOO. position 
-. - -- - - - -- 
WHITE 081900 + 3 0 K 0 7  -66F6.11 030.0 -0070.00 +0000- :,.P,,, 
A L U  U L U -  
WHITE 08200G +0030* 07 -0930.12 03020 -0050-00 +00000~  tion. 
- - - -- -- - - - 
IJHITE 082100 + 3 0 3 0 . 0 8 ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 . 0  -0050.00 +00 0.--- 
WHITE 082200 +0030o08 -0030.14 030.0 -0050.00 +0_0000 
--- 
k H I  TE 082300 +0030.09 -00300 14 030.0 -0050.00 +0000. 
WHITE 082400 +0030- 09 -0030.15 030.0 . -0025.00 +0000. 
- --- . -- .-  - -. ~ . 
i4HITE 082500 +0030.10 -0330.15 030.0 -0025.90 +0000. 
WHITE 082600 +0030.11 -0030.16 030.0 -0025.00 +0000. 
- - -- 
WHITE 082700 +0030.12 -0033.16 030.0 - 0 ~ - ~ 5 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 ~  
WHITE 082800 +0030.12 -0030.16 030.0 -0010.00 +0000. 
---- 
NHITE 08299G +0030.13 -0030.16 030.0 -0010.00 +0000. 
WHITE 083000 +0030.14 -0030.16 025.0 +0030-00 +0000. 
--- -- -- - -- --- -- - 
WHITE 033100 +0033* 15 -0030.16 025.0 +0030-00 +0000. 
1 WHITE 083200 +0030.15 -0030.16 025.0 +0030.00 +0000. 
--------- --- 
WHITE 083400 +0030.16 -0030.15 025.0 +0030.00 +0000. 
WHITE 083600 +0030.18 -0330.14 025.0 +0030.00 +0000. 
WHITE 033800 +0030.19 -0030.13 025-0  +0030.00 +0000- 
WHITE 084000 +OO3U* 20 -0030.12 025.0 -+0030.00 +0000. 
-- 
WHITE 084200 +003%T21 -0070. 12 025.0 + 0 0 3 0 . 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 ,  
PLAYER T I M E  
- -.-- LATITUDE LONGITUDE SPEED COUR_SE DEPTH 
OOKED 061900 ~~030.11 -00-o 015.0 -0110.00 +OlOO. 
OOREO 082000 +0030. 10 -3030.06 015.0 -0110.00 + O l O G -  
-- - -- -- -- -- - - - - - .- - - - - 
00-REO Ob2100 +0030.10 -0030.06 015.0 -0110.00 +010C), 
OOKED 082200 +0030.10 -0030o07 015.0 -0100.00 +0100. 
- --- 
OOUE-D-O~~~-OO 3T5T0 - o~~~oToo-~o-~~oT  
OOREO 082400 +0030.10 -0030.08 015.0 -0100.00 +010G* 
-- - --- -
OOREO 082500 +0030.10 -0030.08 015 -0  -0100.00 +0100. 
OORED 082600 +0030. 10 '-0030.09 0 1 5 - 0  -0080.00 + O l O O .  
-,o- 
- 
+0030.10 -0030.09 015z0 -66?00~-0-0?0-~0b~ 
. . 
OORED 082800 +0030.10 -0030.10 015.0 -0080.00 +0100. 
0H29.0*-+ j-o.3 j,-l.b ---O-o 3O ;l.Q--o-l 5',' O-----. o08 .o.* . o O + O  O.O ; OOKED--. 
OORED 083000 +0030.10 -G030.10 015.0 -0070.00 +0100. 
- 
~ - ~ R E D  0d3100 +0-030,11 -0030.11 015.0 - 0 0 ~ 0 . ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 0 .  
OORED 083200 +0030*11 -0330.11 015.0 -0030.00 +01000 
-- 
~ -- - -- .- 
00~~-D'---083400 +0030.12 -0.030-1i  015.0 -0030.00 +0-1-0.0-', 
O O R f O  083600 +O030.13 -0030.12 015.0 -0030.00 +0100. 
oo E - u .  6 * 6 F  - 3 z  - 3-o- *-1- 201-5T0 3--To.6-+- O-l-dd.; 
OORED 084000 +0030*14 -0030.13 015.0 -0030.00 +Ol00. 
- --- - --- ------ $ ~ R E D  084700 +3030.15 -0030.13 015.0 -0030.00 + O l O O .  
OOKED 084400 +0030.15 -0030.14 015.0 -0030-00 +0100. 
--- -- - 
POS/WHITE+UWN/=0844/=0846/=0848/=0850/=0852/ 
- -- - -- 
= 0 8 ~ 4 ~ = 0 8 ~ 6 / = o a 5 a / = - ~ O 0 ~ ~ 0 9 0 5 / = ~ ~ ~ ~ 0  . - i Referee 
- - - - - - - -- -- -- -- - - .- pp - - - 
PLAYER TIME 1 checks to L A T I T U D E  LONGITUDE SPEED COURSE DEPTH .: see what 
WHITE 084400 +0030.22 -0030.11 025.0 +0030.00 +0000. 
--- - --- 
NHITE 084630 +0030-24 - 0 0 0 0  020.0 +0005.00 +0000. to CVS if WHITE 084800 +0330. 25 -01330* 10 020.0 +G005-00 +0000.' it fouaws ---- - -  -- -- - - -- .- - rJHITE 085000 +O030.26 -0030.10 020.0 +0005.00 
+OOOO.i sailing plan WHITE 085200 +0030*27 -0330.10 020.0 +0005.00 
+0000. set just - - - -  - -  -  - .--- - -. - W H ~ T E  085400 +0030.28 -0030. li) 020.0 +0005.05 +0000... as garno 
WHITE 085600 +0030*29 -0030.10 020.0 +0000.00 +0000. ended. 
----- 
WHITE 085800 +0030.30 0 10 020.0 +0000.50 +0000. 
WHITE 090000 +0030* 31 -C030. 10 020.0 +0000.00 +0000. 
---- - - 
WHITE 09-0500 *0030.34 -0030.10 02r.0 +0003T0~0~00007 
WHITE 091000 +0030.37 -0030.10 020.0 +0000~00 +00000 
4. SUMMARY AND EXTEXSIONS 
Tnis report has described a man-machine game i n  which the canrpetitors 
are the commander of a submarine and the captain of an opposing task force. 
4.1 SUMmary 
Chapter 1 described the general structure of the game, cited sa l ient  
. features and introduced the functions (camputer subprograms) which act  as  
the members of a campetitorls staff. A s  stated i n  Sect. 1.3 the g m  has 
conciseness of functional specification, implediacy of computer response and 
simultaneity of play. Further, the game i s  open-ended both i n  the accumula- 
t ion of information i n  a specific duel and in the hplementation of the game 
it self.  
Chapter 2 further described the game and i ts  environment by documenting 
the play of one campetitor i n  a duel. Chapter 3 demonstrated the versa t i l i ty  
of the game and the campetitorst capability t o  interact  with a camputer by 
giving annotated output fo r  three real-time games. 
Appendix A reviews our experience i n  problem solving, while Appendix B 
describes our problem soliring faci l i ty .  Appendices C and D describe data 
structure and Aznction subprograms i n  the game, respectively. 
There are several roles the computer must assume during the play of 
a game. These roles are  summarized below. 
A. The ccmrputer system simulates the r ea l  l i f e  environment of the 
game and thus i n  fac t  keeps the game going. It simulates the motion of tine 
various uni ts  and the information tha t  may be collected by the sensors. The 
computer system collects t h i s  information and displays it t o  requesting plqyers. 
B. The camputer system assumes the role of the various members of the 
crew a s  was demonstrated i n  the documented duels. It m a ~ r  display speed and 
-, 
course (actual or assumed course of opponent) or project movements of uni ts  
at any f'uture taqe including possible intercepts. It may give positions that 
occurred in the past or show sequences of readings of sensors. 
C. The computer system serves as a re~ositorv for gathered or assume4 
informatiop, which may be used for projecting movements into the future. Thus, 
a player may describe hypothetical situations and, witn the aid of the computer, 
explore such hypotheses to resolve them and find the one that appears to him 
to be most ldkely. 
D. The computer system also keeps a record of all the inquiries and 
decisions of each player and the conduct of the game for final evaluation at 
the end of the game. 
In the next three sections we describe planned refinements to the game, 
extensions to general problem solving and suggest areas on which our methodology 
may have an impact. 
4.2 Planned Refinements to the Game 
The documented duels in Chapter 3 demonstrate the prototype game's 
capability to interact with players in a real-time environment. However, 
there are refinements and elements to be added in the near future which will 
give the game a broader scope and higher degree of reality. 
A prime consideration in the design of the game has been that it be 
modular so that extensions and refinements nay be facilitated. Planned additions 
and refinements which will extend its capabilities and increase its realism 
are: 
a) a weapon model; 
b) an analyzer for passive sonar data; 
c) a random noise generator in the sonar models; and 
d) a graphic display capability 
A, The prototype gaue does not have a wiagon model. Clearly the 
introduction of a non-trivial weapon uodel would increase realism. Further, 
it would aid in the camputer evaluation of a competitor's play in a game in 
which a "killf' is his goal. A weapon model is being implemented and is 
expected to be tested and operational by July 1968. 
B. The techniques for analyzing passive sonar data in the real world 
are either analog or require - a ~riori estimates of either the speed, course 
or range of the opponent. Difficulties were encountered in the implementation 
of an analyzer in which no estimates of the opponent were to be provided. 
Accordingly, a data analyzer which gives an estimate of an opponent's 
parameters based on a set of passive sonar readings and an estimate of either 
the speed or course of the opponent has been implemented and is expected to 
be tested and operational by July 1968. 
C. Many difficulties with sonar readings in the real world arise 
because the sea near the surface is a non-hamogeneous medium, full of bubbles, 
thermal gradients and other disturbances. Thus the introduction of randam 
noise in sonar readings.would give the game a higher degree of reality. The 
active and passive sonar models are being refined to include the generation 
of spurious readings and the introduction of random noise in readings. These 
refinements are expected to be tested aad operational by July 1968. 
D. A collection of sonar readings may include spurious readings, 
readings affected by noise and readings from several courses of the opponent. 
Hence, it is desirable for a player to be able to discriminate among the 
readings. This ability would be facilitated by a program which displays read- 
ings (points For active sonar data and rays for passive) on a geametric grid 
drawn on a CKI' display unit. Such a program is being developed so that a player 
w i l l  be able to request the display of sonar readings and then select those 
readings he wishes to be used in estimating the opponent's movements. 
The incorporation of these additions and refinements will surely give 
the game a higher degree of reality and extend its scope. 
4.3 Planned Extensions to General Problem Solving 
The general objective of our research has been to develop and 
experiment with methods of man-machine cooperation in Problem Solving. 
This campetitive game has demonstrated how a human can construct a solution 
to a problem by defining andmanipulating infomation modules and then 
selectively using them. This game could have wide implications to problem 
solving techniques. Two basic characteristics of such problem solving would 
(1) the real-time and dynamic interaction between the computer 
and the player 
(2) the design of the game in terms of basic modules from which 
complex solutions are built. 
This game serves as a first step in our development of man-machine 
Problem Solving methodologies in which the computer not only takes action 
and provides information on demand but also actively assists in interpreting 
the problem itself. This will be done using the two basic structures of 
the game, information modules and program modules. 
Information modules (or items) are created and modified at the request 
of the player who can thus store any data or results he thinks might be useful 
at same later time. In the next phase, a player will have the facility to 
merge various items containing estimates of his opponent's movements into 
one item. This will allow a player to eliminate conflicting sonar readings 
and t o  f i l l  in  data where inrormation i s  lacking. A player w i l l  be able t o  
obtain several different possible merged items and then with further .merging 
he could obtain the most probable sailing history of h i s  opponent. This 
technique of continuously building up more complex structures w i l l  allow a 
player t o  s t a r t  with simple estimates of speed and course over short time 
intervals and derive estimates of h i s  opponent's maneuvers. 
The basic programmodules, or functions, are fixed and delimit the basic 
operations the camputer can perform. The next step i n  our continuing research 
is  t o  provide the player with the fac i l i ty  t o  define a hierarchical structure 
i n  which his  problem solving strategies may be specified. When playing the 
game i n  i ts  present form, a player specifies tne functions he wishes executed. 
A s  a next step i n  complexity, a player w i l l  have the f a c i l i t y  t o  combine various 
functions into procedures. Each procedure would consist of several functions 
together with parameters specifying the necessary items and data. The functions 
i n  a procedure could be executed either i n  succession or i n  any order deter- 
mined by the parameters. The player w i l l  then have the capability t o  build 
more complex strategies by making sequences of procedures into higher-level 
procedures, and so on. 
I f  a player finds it necessary t o  repeatedly execute several functions 
i n  succession, he may build a proceaure out of these functions and thus sim- 
pliCy the play of the game. However, these procedures could ultimately become 
complicated maneuvers or tac t ics  which a player designs as the game progresses. 
Such procedures could be stored fo r  future games, and thus as  h i s  experience 
increases, a player could develop many strategies from which t o  choose. 
The coquter will also aid  a player in developin@; tactics, When 
a difficult declsion must be made, tne computer could search for similar 
problems which have been stored and then give the player the tactics which 
were used in the past together with their results. Alternatively, the 
camputer could develop several possible solutions. The player could then 
choose one or modify and xnerge several solutions into a tactic which he 
finds satisfactory. 
Thus the player, together with aid framthe camputer, will be able to 
build ever more sophisticated solutions to his problems starting with the 
basic information ar~d program modules of the game. This game serves as a 
vehicle in our development of problem solving methodologies as these tech- 
niques are general and could be applied to many problems. 
4.4 Recommendations 
Although our research has been primarily directed towards the develop- 
ment of problem solving .methods, It can have an impact on several closely 
related areas of interest to the Navy. We recommend that our methodology be 
investigated for use in: 
a) the development of tactics and strategies through war games; 
b) the training of commanding officers to use these tactics; and 
c) the development of integrated control systems. 
A. The man-machine technology will have a considerable impact in the 
area of using war games for developing tactics and strategies. Currently 
- 
. - 
developed games for this purpose, with very few exceptions, cons~st of 
simulating courses of action for which the prameters have been preset at 
the beginning of each game. Though such games are valuable in evaluating 
the effect of random factors on a preset situation, there is no provision 
for changing decisions and prameters . In the real  world, however, decisions 
are made mament by .mment based on an evaluation of all past evenzs, as well 
as on projections of specific possibilit ies.  The gaming methodology that  
we'are employing w i l l  provide the capability fo r  developing strategies on 
a more rea l i s t i c  basis, where interim reqults slay be evaluated and human 
input can be introduced a t  any stage of the game. Fur themre,  based on the 
situation a t  any mament a player may adopt camplex manuevers which su i t  h i s  
specific goal, departing campletely fram any preset plan. 
B. The new methodology w i l l  have a strong impact on the training 
of a cammanding officer required t o  employ such strategies, fo r  the game 
provides an ideal tool  fo r  placing him i n  an environment i n  which he must 
make decisions i n  real-time. Then a t  the end of the game the ccmputer can 
produce a cmplete step-by-step evaluation of the opportunities he took 
advantage of and those he did not. Thus the computer evaluation helps 
monitor the progress of a trainee. 
C. The methodology also serves as  a foundation fo r  the development of 
inteeated control systems. In  such a system the camputer can make calculations 
and jnf'om a ccmmander i n  an operational environment what needs t o  be done. 
Moreover, the camputer can on i t s  own acquire information f r w  the various 
sensors, perform the necessary analysis, make decisions on how t o  monitor the 
controlmechanisms, then regulate them i n  such a way as  t o  maintain optimum 
operation. Such a system may also enable a cammnder t o  use a CRT display, 
keyboard and l igh t  pen t o  effect changes i n  course, speed or depth (for  sub- 
.marines). Further, the system could enable him t o  request graphic displays 
of observed data t o  be used i n  estimating the movements of an opposing force. 
We have cited but a few areas which.my be affected by our research. 
The methodology may also prove useful i n  other areas of interest  t o  the Navy, 
such a s  naval search procedures and oceanographic research. 
APPENDIX A 
IlEKCEw QF' PROBLEM SOLVING RESMCII AT THE UNLVERSIm Pli3lNSYLVANIA 
The human problem solving process has been a subject of study and 
writings since man began to regard himself introspectively. More recently, 
-- 
-- 
in connection with studies of artificial int=lligence, more specific models 
of human problem solvings were devised. 
The broad objectives of our research have been to develop, experiment 
with and demonstrate techniques for a very intimate participation between man 
and computer systems in the solution of day-to-day problems in a military or 
scientific environment. This research has been conducted since May 1963,. 
with a number of phases campleted, while other phases are on-going. 
The research has been based on the basic premise that modern computer 
technology makes it feasible to augment huma;n problem solving through supply- 
ing information and performing camputations at speeds matching human thought. 
It has been recognized that in order for the camputer to provide such 
assistance it is necespary first to understand the nature of problem solving 
. 
and find ways for interweaving man and machine problem solving steps. The 
weaving together of -/machine functions requires first a resolution of the 
following two problems : 
A. The dynamic organization (or continuous reorganization) of the 
information in the computer so that the human problem solver can 
readily and easily obtain what he needs. 
3. The communications by which the human problem solver can tell the 
machine, interactively, of' the next step in the problem solution, 
and how the machine can react with responses including suggestions, 
inf'ormation, and camputstions. 
The problem solving methodology research at the Moore School has been 
concerned with the above problems and dccordingly, the following research has 
been conducted: 
A. Our first effort was to adapt the goal-subgoal attainment problem 
solving model, advanced by Newell, Simon and Sha~,'~' to include mass memory 
reorganization and man mchine camnmication languages. This model of problem 
solving, on which our studies were based was described in a paper of Prywes. 31 
3. A camputer program was developed whereby information could be 
selectively recalled or stored through associations developed in problem solu- 
tion. The retrieval or storage can be accamplished at speeds matching human 
thought, using magnetic disk mass .memory. This program has been described 
in a project report titled, A Storage and Retrieval System For Real-Time 
Problem Solviq. El1 
C. A language was developed that can be used by a "non-programmer" 
by which he slay describe, in a general way if necessary, the methods, resources, 
- 
- - 
intelligence, etc., which he wants to @loy in problem solution steps. Cam- 
puter programs were developed which accept this language, interpret it and 
execute the requested retrievals, changes and camputations. This language has 
been described in a project report titled,.MLTLTILANG - An Executive System For 
Real-Time Problem Solving. C4 3 
D. Based on the Executive and Information Storage and Retrieval Systems 
described above, a problem solving facility was constructed where the human 
problem solver can camrrmnicate with a computer system and a well organized mass 
memory interactively fram remote consoles. This development has been described 
in a project report titled, A Problem Solving Facilitx. [s 1 
To t e s t  t h i s  new methodology and make it attract ive t o  the military 
personnel concerned with complex decisions, we have implemented t h i s  two-plqyer 
competitive game based on an environment similar t o  tha t  encountered by a 
commissioned officer. 
The game was constructed by progratnming the game functions on the 
Problem Solving Facil i ty whose hardware consists of the IBM 7040, connected 
through a s a t e l l i t e  RIP-8 and high-speed telephone l ines  t o  remote consoles 
from which the competitors play the game. (see Appendix B fo r  equipment 
cofliguration. ) 
APPErnIX 3 
THE EQUIPMEXF COWIGLTRATION 
Figure B.1 i l lus t ra tes  the arrangement of the equipment used t o  play 
the  game. The system includes an IBM 7040, which acts  as the main cmguter, 
and a Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC) PDP-8 general purpose catnputer, which 
acts  as  the  sa te l l i t e  computer, t o  monitor the Teletypes. 
The main processor (IBM 7040) i s  a general purpose scientif ic  machine 
with 32768 words of magnetf c core memory. The following units  are attached 
t o  the 7040 through' appropriate Data Channels (IBM 7904's) : a 1402 Card 
~eader/~unch; 1403 Line Printer; 1301-2 Disk File; 6 type 72911 magnetic tape 
units; and the PDP-8 sa t e l l i t e  processor. 
The PDP-8 is  a one address, fixed word length p&allel computer using 
12-bit two' s complement arithmetic. One of the two PDP-8' s used i n  the system 
acts  as  the  s a t e l l i t e  processor and the other as  the buffering u n i t  for  a 
DEC 338 CRT display. 
Two types of Dataphones are used i n  the system. Low speed Dataphones 
are  used between the ASR-33 Teletypes and the PDP-8 sa t e l l i t e  processing u n i t  
and a high speed Dataphone is  used between the DEC 338, PDP-8 buffered display 
and the s a t e l l i t e  unit. 
A player's cnnrmnnd t o  the system i s  passed from h i s  Teletype to  the 
s a t e l l i t e  processor via a Dataphone a d  proper interface (DEC 637 or ~ ~ 0 8 ) .  
After performing s m l e  text  handling operations, the s a t e l l i t e  sends the 
information through an interfacing uni t  (DEC ~M03) t o  the main processor 
(IBM 7040). After processing, the system's reply t o  the player travels the 
same route. The information i s  transmitted fram the 7040 through the inter- 
face t o  the PDP-8, where simple t ex t  handling may be performecl, and then over 
telephone l ines  t o  the player. 
Figure B.1 Equipant  Configuration 
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STRUCFUFB OF INE'ORMATION IN THE C m m  
The following i s  a description of 'the structure of data within the 
MI-LTILIST system for the game. Each block of data i s  stored as an item 
-
on the disk. When a player desires t o  use an item, it is  transferred fram 
disk t o  core; thus, the high speed main memory contains only t ha t  information 
which i s  presently needed. This allows a player t o  store a large amount of 
information with l i t t l e  regard t o  the size of the camputer memory. 
All items are organized into an associative memory which consists 
of a directory of Keywords (also called - Keys) organized i n  a t r ee  structure. 
This directory i s  used t o  access l is ts  corresponding t o  an association of Key- 
words. Records i n  both primary (core) and secondary (disk) memory are threaded 
by a l i s t  fo r  each Keyword which i s  relevant t o  the record. 
Effectively, the Keywords are the names given t o  each i tem.  One refers 
t o  an i t e m  by using any collection of i t s  names. By giving each item more 
than one name and by giving similar records a t  l e a s t  one name in  cammon, one 
can request and quickly obtain fran the secondary memory the various records 
that  are needed. 
The data i n  each item i s  stored i n  elements. This i s  usefui i f  one 
stores the same type of information i n  the same elements of different items. 
It is  then possible t o  selectively retrieve parts  of items and thus obtain 
only the information one needs. There are three types of items used by the 
player f'unctions -- OWN, SONAR and ESTO. 
C .1 OWN Items 
Each player has hiw ClGTN item ( ~ i g .  c.1) i n  which i s  stored information 
describing h i s  vessel, i t s  equipment, i t s  sailing history and plan. Pertinent 
characteristics which are t o  be used for  identification axe stored as  Keys, 
while a description of the vessel's equipment i s  stored i n  Elements 300 through 
377 
Element 200 contains the position and velocity of the vessel for  all 
times f r a t h e  beginning of the game till that  future time for  which a sai l-  
ing plan has been specified. Each time a vessel's velocity vector i s  changed, 
a block of information i s  added t o  EZement 200. This block contains the ship's 
" position a t  the time of change, the time, and the speed, course and depth assumed 
a f te r  the change. 
C.2 SONAR Items 
A player may cnmmrrnd the use of a sonar device t o  gather information 
about an opponent a t  specified times by referencing the  function USESN (USE 
~ e ~ s o r )  . When such an order i s  given, USESN creates a SONAR i t e m  ( ~ i g  . c.2) 
which i s  t o  contain sonar readings made i n  real-time a t  the specified times. 
C. 3 E S O  Items 
A player may request an estimate of h i s  oppoaentss location and course 
by referencing the function ESTOP (~STimate opponent). When such an order 
i s  given, ESTOP processes the data i n  the designated SONAR i tem.  I f  sufficient 
data has accumulated for  an analysis, ESTOP creates an EST0 i t e m  ( ~ i g .  C. 3) 






FIGURE C .1 PLAYER' S OWN ITEM 
CONTENTS c- 
SEALION player 's  vessel name 
SUB type of vessel 
RED player 's  ident i f ica t ion  
OWN 
4 4 . 0 2 ~ ~  
25. OOW 
position a t  start of game 
9: 30 time game began 
10 speed, i n  knots 
40 .OOE course 
50 depth, i n  f e e t  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
44. OgON position a t  change 
24.93% of course 
9: 59 time of change 
12.5 speed during change 
.0017O turning radius i n  degrees 
50 depth 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
44.09'~ position &ter  change 
24.92'~ of course 
10 : 00 time when course change is campleted 
15 speed a f t e r  change 
168. OOE course 
50 depth 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
44. ~ T O N  position a t  change 
24.92'~ of speed 
10:05 time of change 
10 speed 
168. OOE COW se 
50 depth 
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FIGURE C . l  PLAYER'S OWN ITEM (cont.) 
CONTEhTS CaWI'T 
Int. Radio C a l l  Signal 
player's nationality 
max. speed, suhmerged 
cruising speed, submerged 
max. speed, surface 
cruising speed, surf ace 
max. depth in fee t  
sensor equipment 
descr. of passive sonar 
descr. of active sonar 
descr. of radar 
name of weapons 
possible adversary ships 
endurance , suhmerged 
t o t a l  endurance 
turning radius 
FICWRE C.2 ACTm SOMU? ITEM 
EL;EMENT CONTENTS COMMENT 
1 ESSM player's vessel name 
2 CVS type of vessel 
3 WHITE player's name 
4 ACT1 SONAR i t e m  name 
5 ACTIVE t h i s  i s  an active 
6 SONAR sonar i t e m  
7 SUB type of opponent 
200 30.121N carr ier ' s  position 
30.021~ a t  time of reading 
7:55 time )of reading 
5.2 '~ bearing of reading 
5 amplitude of reading 
30. 0 1 0 ~  opponent s position 
30. 0 0 1 ~  based on reading 
- - - - . - - - - - - I - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - -  
30. UJIV own 
30.025~ position 
7: 56 time 
4. low bearing of reading 
5 , amplitude of reading 
30 . 011~ opponent's 
30. OOlW position 
FIWFUI C *  3 ESTO ITEM 
CONTENTS COMMENT 
ESSEX player's vessel name 
CVS type of vessel 
WHITE player s name 
SUB1 EST0 item name 
24.943'~ estimated position . 
10.0 estimated speed, in knots 
40 .oO estimated course 
24.965'~ estimated position ' 
6 number of readings item based on 
D E S C ~ I O N  OF ROUTINES 
The kernel of the game has been specified by seven player functions a d  
three g w  ini t ia t ion functions. The player f'unctions were introduced i n  
Sect. 1.2 and the i r  usage was demonstrated i n  Chapters 2 and 3. Middle latitude 
sai l ing computations are used i n  all the player f'unctions. That is, ccuuputa- 
t ions use the relations: 
1) D.Lat = ( ~ a t . 2 - ~ a t  -1) Difference in lat i tude 
2) D.Lo = (~0.2-~0.1) Difference i n  longitude 
Middle lat i tude 
4) Dep. = D.Lo* cos(Mid.  at.) Departure east  or west 
5) D i s t .  = J ( D . L ~ ~ . ) ~  + ( e p . ) ~  Distance 
Course 
All the f'unctions are camputer routines which may be executed by 
specifying the appropriate MULTILANG s%atement a t  a remote console. C41 
This appendix contains write-ups and flowcharts fo r  the seven player functions 
and write-ups fo r  the three game in i t i a t ion  functions. 
IDE3TIFICATION; SETSP, Set Sailing Plan - A Player function 




USAGE: 1) S~PSP/OWN item de scripti~n/v~/$~/t~/. . . /vn/fin/tn, 
for surface vessels. 
2) SFPSP/OWN item de s ~ri~tion/v~/$~/~/t~/. . . /vn/$h/d,/tn, 
for suhmar ine s . 
where vi - speed (knots) 
$ - course (degrees) 
ti - duration (minutes) 
di - depth (feet) 
t may be witted if the duration is to be unspecified. 
n 
METHOD: SETSP inserts the specified velocity vectors beginning at the present 
time in the designated CIFlN item, overriding previously specified 
sailing plans. 
ACTION: SETSP modifies the designated CIWN it- - and prints the message - 
TKE WILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARW TIME=ttt~tt 
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I n I 
into last block 
PRINT: THE SAILING 
PLAN HAS BEEX 
I 
I T yes 
f 
1 t 
Create new block 
for indefinite duration 
of specified speed, 
Calculate Create new 
USAGE: 1) SETSP/OWN item description/speed/course/duration/. . . 
2) SET.SP/OWN itern description/speed/course/depth/duration/... 
course & c le~ th  
< 
Position ) blockfor 
after turn turn 
< A 
Create new 
block for this 










I3:hTIFICATION: USESN, Use Sensor - A p l ~ y e r  Zuction 
PG~VOSE: To make sensor observazions a% specizied times. 
USAGE: 1) USESN/SONAR i t e m  descriptiort/tl/t2/. . . tn 
2) USESN/SOM i t e m  description & STE?/at/n 
( f i r s t  reading a t  present t iae)  
ACTION: USESN creates and stores a SOXAR item, satisfying Cne specified 
description, which contalns %fie speci2ied times a d  pr ia t s  tne 
-
message - mSOR READINGS WILL BE TAKEN AT THX INDICATZD TLWS. 
RESTRICTIONS: 
1) USESN presently only i rd t ia tes  active and passive sonar readings. 
2) Readin& are not takexi Tor times i n  the past; when a pzst tLme 
i s  requested, the p l q e r  I s  informed, the time ignored a d  processlag 
continues. 
3) A t  most f i f t y  r e a d i x s  may be put i n  a sensor record. 
4) The times i n  usage 1) m s t  be s t r i c t l y  iacreasing. 
Figwe 0.2 SENSOR FlTNCTION USESN T? 
\ ASKED FOii A / 






P R I h I  : 
SENSOR READ- 
INGS WILL BE 






USAGE: 1) USESN/SONRR item description/tl/t2/. . . /tn 
2) USESN/SONAR item description & STEP/A~/~ 
IDENTDICATION: ESTOP, Estimate Opponent - A player RLnction 
PUWOSE: To estimate the position, speed and course of a opponent. 
. 
USAGE: ESTW/SONAR item descr ipt ion/~ST~ item description 
METHOD: ESTOP performs a l e a s t  squares analysis of the readings i n  the 
designated SONAR item,  then estimates the speed and course of 
the opponent. 
ACTION: ESTOP obtains the positions of the vessels fram the two OWN items 
for  a l l  past times specified i n  the SONAR i tem,  then calculates and 
stores the sensor observations. ESTOP then takes one of two actions. 
1) Creates and stores an EST0 i t e m  satisfying the prescribed 
description which contains estimates of the position, speed 
and course of the o2ponen-b; and prints  the message - BASD OX 
- ,  
n READINGS BETWEEN tl and tf, OPFONENP GOING rn KNOTS ON C a R S E  
2) Prints  message - 
TOO FEN READINGS TO USE ESTOP. 
RESTRICTION: ESTOP presently analyzes active sonar data only. 
USAGE: ESTOP/SONAR item d e . e s c r i p t i s n / ~ ~ ~ ~  item description 
F i g u e  D, 3 ESTWATE OPPrJXEi'JT 
FLl"UI'CTION 
f i e d  sonar 
soncr readings 










posit ion i n  
the  ESTO i t e m .  
I 
4 r 
F i l e  ESTO 
item with 
the  designated 
ke7,-s 
4 
P r in t  
EASED OX n XEADiNGS 
BETWEEN t arla tf, 1 OPPONERT GOIKG -- 
Ia@?S O?T CCirJFSE -- 
I 
IDENTIFICATION: POS, Position - A player function 
PURPOSE: To print the position, speed, course and depth of a vessel at 
specified times. 
USAGE: 1) POS/OWN item description/tl/t$. . ./t n .  
2) POG/ESTO item description/tl/t2/. . .tn 
METHOD: POS calcuates the position st the specified times from the sailing 
plan stored in the designated item. 
AmION: Prints a table in the form - 
PLAYER TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE SPEED COURSE DEFTTI 




--- t XXXX.XX Y3YY*YY W.V CCCC.CC ddd. 
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v Figure 13.4 POSITIOIU' FUECTION \L 
BEFOFE GAME 
USAGE: POS/OWN or EST0 item description/tl/t2/. . ./t, 
IDENTIFICATION: RANGE, Range of 0pponen"E A player function 
PURPOSE: To estimate the range and true bearing of an opponent a t  specified 
times. 
USAGE: 1) R A N G E / O '  i t e m   description/^^^^ item description/t 
2)  RANGE/OWN i t e m   description/^^^^ i t e m  descript ion/t /~t /n 
tmay be omitted i f  present r a g e  i s  desired. 
MEIBOD: RANGE obtains the position of the requesting player and an estimate 
of the opponent a t  the specified time(s) fram the designated items, 
then calculates the range (n.m.) and true bearing (deg) . 
ACTION: Prints for  each specified time the message - 
RANGE = rrr .rr BEARING-= bb'ob. AT -TIMF-= tttttt 
Figure D.5 EIIZNGX FUNCTION 
RANGE v 
L
if t is speci- 
fied, t -T. 
Otherwise, 
t present -T . 
1 

















w \ Print I 
RAMGE = --- 
BFARINC- = --- 
+ [ N-1-a 1 
d 
EXIT 
G :  1) RANGE/OWN item description/~s~O item description/t 
2) RANGE/OWP~' item de script ion/^^^^ item description/t/~t/n 
IDEMTIFICATION: INTm, Find Interception Course - A player f'unction 
PURPOSE: To find an interception course for the pursuit of an opponent. 
USAGE: INTER/ESTO item description/speed of interception 
-OD: INTER gets estimates of the opponent's present position, speed 
and course from the designated EST0 item and gets the requesting 
player's present position fram his OWN item, then calculates the 
course to be followed at the specified speed for earliest inter- 
6 
ception of the opponent. 
ACTION: Prints one of three messages: 
1) IF YOU TRAVEI; AT nn KNOTS, IKCERCEPTION IN mmm MINUTES 
AT tttttt CRSE = ppp. 
2) NO POSSIBLE INTERCEPTION AT THIS SPEED. 
3) IF YOU TRAVEL AT nn KNOTS, INTERCEPTION TIME EXCEEDS 3 E m .  









his O W  itern. 
interception 




possible? TION AT 





IF Y W  TRAVEL 
AT -- KNOTS, 
INTERC&ION 
IN -- MIWTES 
AT ------- 
CRSE = --- 
EXIT 
USAGE: INTER/ESTO item de scription/speed of interception 
IDERJ?IFIWION: OPINT, Opponentt s Interception Course - A player f'unction 
PURPOSE: To estimate the interception course a pursuing opponent may follow. 
USAGE: OPINT/ESTO item description/speed of interceptor 
MEIHOD: OPIW gets an estimate of the opponent's position fran the designated 
EST0 item and gets the requesting player's position, speed and course 
fram his OWN item, then calculates the course the opponent would follow 
at the specified speed for earliest interception. 
I 
ACTION: Prints one of three messages: 
1) IF RIVAL TRAVELS AT nn KNOTS, INTl3RCEPTION I N  xnm MINUTES AT 
tttttt CRSE = ppp. 
2 )  NO POSSIBLE INTERCEPTION AT T H I S  SPEED. 
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IF RIVAL TRAVELS 
-- KEGTS, IX- 
TERCEPTION I N  
--- MINUTES 
AT ---- 
CRSE = -- 
EXIT 
USAGE: OPINT/ESTO item description/speed of interceptor. 
IDENTLFICATION: IN'TCL, I n i t i 6 l l z e  Clock 
PURPOEZ: To i n i t i a l i z e  the game's clock and se t  the time scale of the game. 
USAGE: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / t i m e / s c a l e  
scale may be omitted i f  r ea l  world time is desired. 
ACTION: INTCL creates an item which contains the i n i t i a l  time and the t h e  
scale of tae  game. The plsyer functions use these values i n  con- 
I junction with the computer's built-in clock t o  evaluate time in  the 
g-• 
RESTRICTION: Mandatory for  each duel. 
Note: If scale = 1, a duel i s  played i n  real-world time. 
I f  scale < 1, a duel i s  plwed i n  l'slow" time. 
I f  scale > 1, a duel i s  played i n  "fast" time. 
IDENTIFICATION: INTLZ, Initialize the Game 
PU,WOSE: To, initialize the game. 
USAGE: IKCIZ 
ACTION: INTLZ creates and stores the 4x0 players' OWN items. 
FESTRICTION: Mandatory for each duel. 
. IDENTIFICATION: START, S t a r t  the G a e  
PURPOSE: To place the two vessels i n  t h e i r  i n i t i a l  positions. 
where 
PLi - Player 's  name 
LATi - I n i t i a l  l a t i tude  
LOi - I n i t i a l  longitude 
ACTION: START inse r t s  the specified positions and the  present i n  the  
respective OWN items. 
RESTRICTION: 1) Mandatory f o r  each duel. 
2) Must be executed a f t e r  INTCL and IN= 
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ose of the United 
The work reported herein concerns a game whereby two carpeting playe- As are 
given aid interactively by a large scale camputer. A naval war game is used as 
the vehicle in this research, the primary objective of which is to develop an under- 
standing and a methodology using on-line camputers. By using the game's environment, 
experiments with methods for interactive and real-time'cammunications between user 
and computer in ccmplex Problem Solving are demonstrated and analyzed. It is rec- 
ommended that the Navy take note of this new lnethodology which could have potentiall3 
great influence on the development of tactics, the training of officers and the 
development of integrated control systems for naval vessels. 
This research demonstrates how a user defines information modules, manipulates 
them and selectively uses them as building blocks first for larger modules and 
ultimately for the solutiori of a problem. The camputer is used zs a repository for 
all data accrued in the game; this accumulated information is alw~ys available to a 
player. Because the game uses an on-line computer system to simulate the real life 
environment, the players can request computer camputations at any time and expect 
responses almost immediately. 
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